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Modeling heat ow in bodies with discontinuities, such as cracks, or with inclusions that
have dierent thermal properties has been a very challenging problem. Classical models
lead to innite heat uxes at the tip of a crack and convergence of numerical methods that
approximate solutions to such models have convergence and mesh dependency issues. To
remove the diculties faced by the classical models a novel nonlocal theory is formulated.
The new theory starts from the conservation of energy principle and uses the idea
of nonlocal heat-transfer between material points. This idea leads to a transient heat
transfer model that does not contain spatial derivative and therefore is suitable to easily
treat problems with discontinuities in the temperature eld, such as the case of insulating
cracks. Compared with the peridynamic mechanical model, the thermal peridynamic
model is obtained constructively, not postulated. The model can be applied to 1D, 2D,
and 3D problems. In the new model, a peridynamic heat ux is dened and it is shown
that in the limit of the nonlocal interaction zone going to zero this ux converges to
the classical heat ux. A simple method compute the micro-scale parameters in the
peridynamic model based on macroscopically measured material parameters is given. A
mesh-free discretization method similar to a nite-volume method is used and the details
of implementing the nonlocal boundary conditions (both Dirichlet and Neumann) are
shown.
Convergence studies in the limit of the discrete grid spacing going to zero for a xed
horizon indicate an interesting property of the peridynamic solutions relative to those
given by the classical model of transient heat conduction. Numerical experiments allow
us to formulate a conjecture in this respect. Convergence studies in terms of the nonlocal
region going to zero show that the peridynamic solutions converge, for well-behaved
problems, to solutions of the classical, local model. In contrast with the classical model,
the new peridynamic model for heat transfer can solve problems with emerging, growing,
and merging discontinuities, thus it provides the rst such model able to simulate heat
transfer in a fracturing body. Examples of thermal heterogeneous inclusions are also
shown. The advantages, in this case, compared with a Finite Element Method, for
example, rest in the simplicity of discretization. In peridynamics, complex geometry is
treated in the same way simple geometries are.
The new formulation can also be used to model heat/mass ow problems in biological
systems with complex microstructure, in materials that undergo damage and fragmenta-
tion (thermo-mechanical fracture), or in granular systems in motion.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Literature review and objectives
The classical heat transfer equations do not represent well solutions for problems with
steep temperature gradients, such as the case of short-pulse-laser heating [61], or for heat
conduction at low temperatures [63]. For these cases several nonlocal models have been
introduced in the past ([85], [42]). Motivated by the observed eects material microstruc-
tures have on the thermomechanical response of real material systems, a dierent set of
nonlocal formulations for elasticity and thermoelasticity have been introduced in ([35],
[55]) (for the elastic response) and ([36], [37]) (for the thermo-elastic response).
An axiomatic treatment of irreversible thermodynamics of nonlocal systems is given in
[34]. Many of the nonlocal theories for heat conduction lead to hyperbolic equations and
thus to a nite speed of propagation of heat. A thermodynamically consistent description
of heat conduction with nite speed of heat propagation is given in [76]
An area where the existing local/classical or nonlocal models cannot be directly ap-
plied is the set of problems in which discontinuities in the temperature eld of the analyzed
body emerge spontaneously, evolve, and interact among them. Some cases in which these
problems appear are:
2 thermomechanical materials in which insulated cracks form and propagate;
 heterogeneous materials with insulating inclusions;
 thermal fatigue and damage in ber-reinforced composites;
 heat ow in a granular material in motion, in which material separation can occur;
 heat ow in a breaking uid jet.
The core of the problem is with the presence, in all these local or nonlocal formulations,
of spatial derivatives of the temperature eld (thermal gradient) which cease to exist (at
least in a classical sense) once a strong temperature discontinuity appears or grows in the
thermal body. Special methods, like redening the boundary of the body or other ad-hoc
methods, need to be applied in these circumstances.
A diusion model that is directly applicable to such problems would have a direct
impact on solving some of the great challenges in, for example, dynamic fracture listed in
[29] about the physics of dynamic fracture in the presence of thermal gradients. Notably,
recent experiments in dynamic fracture of brittle polymeric materials have shown [74] that
the crack tip temperature can drop signicantly upon rapid loading. Also, temperature-
dependent transition from trans-granular to inter-granular fracture can take place under
thermomechanical loading as recently reported in [49]. These thermoelastic eects may
also be important in the ductile to brittle transition and deserves inclusion in modeling
the crack tip thermodynamics [29]. The current models for heat transfer are not directly
applicable to these cases in which the temperature eld becomes discontinuous.
The new nonlocal model for heat conduction is motivated by the need of a simple and
mathematically consistent theory and a computational model capable of solving heat
transfer problems in conducting bodies in which cracks or other types of discontinuities,
form, interact, and evolve in general. For this purpose, ideas from the peridynamic re-
formulation of classical mechanics, introduced in [78] for modeling fracture and damage
in brittle solids, will be used to construct a peridynamic model of diusion. The term
3peridynamics comes from the Greek roots for \near" and \force". An important general-
ization of the peridynamic mechanical theory has appeared in [82]. The nonlocal model
presented here for heat transfer diers from previous ones in that there are no gradients
(or volume-averages of such gradients) of the temperature eld in the formulation. Spa-
tial integration, rather than dierentiation, is used and this leads to a mathematically
consistent formulation, even when strong discontinuities appear in the temperature eld
due to, for example, breaking and fragmentation of the material. While this thesis mainly
focuses on heat transfer problems, the methods can be directly applied to mass transfer
problems by using the well known analogies between these two phenomena [92].
The mechanical peridynamic theory ([78], [82]) has been successfully applied to model
brittle fracture ([79], [80], [62], [71]), rupture of membranes and nanober networks ([81],
[10]), spallation [95], damage in composite materials and polycrystalline ceramics ([96],
[5]), phase transformations [31], plastic and viscoplastic deformation ([91], [39]).
Heat transfer problems in bodies with cracks have been studied before using the clas-
sical model. For example, Sih [77] analyzed heat transfer in an innite plate with a crack
using the complex variable theory, in a similar way as it is done in Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics [3]. The inverse square root singularity r 1=2, where r is the polar coordinate
measured from the tip of the crack, is obtained for the heat ux. This is similar to the sin-
gularity of stresses in linear elastic fracture mechanics and is one of the sources diculty
in modeling dynamic fracture problems. Analytical results for the heat ow in bodies with
cracks are limited to simple geometries and boundary conditions. Arbitrary distributions
of multiple cracks, possibly intersecting, under more realistic boundary condition lead to
challenging problems. Chen and Chang [20] used the nite element alternating method
([22], [21]) for the steady heat conduction problems in a plate with multiple, inclined
but non-intersecting, insulated cracks. The method combines the nite element method
and the Schwarz-Neumann alternating method [52]. Since there are no exact solutions for
this problem, the temperature distribution is compared with solutions for problems on an
4innite strip and changing ux conditions. Chang and Ma [17] also studied this problem
but under transient conditions. The solution in [17] is based on the analytic alternating
method. This method is an iterative super-position of solutions combining the solutions
for a nite plate uncracked problem and the innite plate with a crack problem[17].
As tests for our new nonlocal model, the results from the alternating method [17] are
compared with those produced by the peridynamic model for the case of heat ow in a
plate with multiple non-intersecting insulated cracks. The new peridynamic formulation,
however, can be used to solve more general problems in which, for example, the cracks
grow and intersect.
We introduced the nonlocal, peridynamic formulation for transient heat conduction
in one dimension in [11]. The approach was the rst constructive one to obtain the
peridynamic equations from physical principles. In previous peridynamic models (for
elasticity, etc) the equations were postulated. The proposed peridynamic formulation for
heat diusion in a bar follows a procedure similar to the one used in the classical work [15],
in which the classical, local, heat transfer equations are derived. At a certain step in the
derivation, we depart from the path taken in [15] and do not take the limits that generate
the spatial derivatives in the classical formulation of heat conduction. Because of the
constructive approach that follows, up to a point, the classical formulation, convergence
of the peridynamic formulation, in the limit of its nonlocal parameter going to zero, to
the classical formulation, is contained within the theory. For the postulated peridynamic
mechanical theory [78], this convergence requires additional work (see, e.g., [83]).
Numerical verications of the peridynamic formulation for heat transfer need, obvi-
ously, to be performed. Numerical tests show linear and super-linear convergence rates of
the peridynamic solution to the classical solutions for transient heat diusion [11] in the
limit of the horizon going to zero (using the notion of -convergence [13]). An example
not included in [11] but shown in this thesis refers to the transient heat ow problem in
a bimaterial or composite bar.
5The methodology for extending the peridynamic formulation for heat transfer to the
multi-dimensional case is natural and relies on the 1D formulations [12]. The model
is numerically tested and convergence studies in the limit of the horizon going to zero
are performed. Results are compared with those from exact solutions of the classical
model in simple geometries. For the transient heat conduction in a 2D plate with one
or several stationary and non-intersecting cracks we compare the results against nite
element solutions (which use the classical heat equations) and results from the literature
obtained with the alternating method ([20], [17]). Our nonlocal model includes a model
of \damage" of the thermal bonds and thus we model, for example, insulated cracks by
breaking the heat ow through the bonds that cross the crack. After condence in the
numerical implementation is gained in this way, we use the new formulation to solve, for
the rst time, transient heat transfer problems in bodies with evolving discontinuities
and in thermally heterogeneous material systems. Because of the high computational
demand of modeling transient heat ow problems, in this work only 1D and 2D problems
are considered. Nevertheless, the peridynamic approach is applicable with no change
to 3D problems because it uses a meshfree discretization. It is well known that for the
Finite Element Method, for example, extensions from 2D to 3D are sometimes hampered
by technical diculties due to meshing of complex geometries.
1.2 Motivational examples
As discussed in the previous section, the classical heat transfer equation and its nu-
merical approximation models, such as the Finite Element Method (FEM), has diculties
for problems in which the unknown function contains or develops discontinuities. The
new peridynamic model for heat diusion, having the spatial derivatives replaced by an
integral, can be used for modeling such problems without diculty. Moreover, meshfree
methods of approximating the peridynamic equations are easily devised and implemented.
6Therefore, problems set in domains with complicated geometries or in thermally hetero-
geneous systems with complex microstructure, which are dicult to model with other
methods, are simple to treat with peridynamics.
In this section we discuss in some detail important examples that lead to diusion and
heat ow problems characterized by discontinuities of the unknown function or problems
set in heterogeneous systems with complicated microstructure. The new peridynamic
model for heat transfer may be applied to model these problems in the future. These ap-
plications are: microscale heat transfer, dielectric breakdown of materials, heat transfer
in biological systems, cracking in fuel cells, and fracture and damage due to thermal shock.
1.2.1 Microscale heat transfer
Microscale heat transfer is the study of thermal energy transfer at the microscale. At
such scales thermal properties of materials such as electron heat capacity, phonon heat
capacity, electron thermal conductivity or lattice thermal conductivity [7] become rele-
vant. Due to the demand of mobility and compactness, modern electronic devices will
become smaller and operate at faster speeds. This push will require continued develop-
ment of technologies such as thin lm in electronic semiconductor devices and optical
coatings, diode lasers in telecommunication, photovoltaics for generating electricity from
the solar cell, thermoelectric materials in applications as power generation and refrig-
eration, or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which are very small mechanical
devices driven by electricity. One set of methods for modelling microscale heat transfer
start with the continuum model. Conservation of energy is coupled with Fourier's law for
thermal conduction or with Catteneos equation [50] (in which case a nite speed of ther-
mal energy propagation results). However, these models are not applicable to model the
microscale heat transfer since, for example, it cannot explain certain observed phenomena
in gas dynamics [7]. Another option is to use a model related to the Boltzmann trans-
7port equation [64]. This is more complicated and also does not model microscale heat
transfer with sucient accuracy. Therefore, molecular approaches have been preferred
for modeling microscale heat transfer. These models are lattice dynamics [88], molecular
dynamics [89], and Monte Carlo simulations [54]. For lattice dynamics, phonon disper-
sion relation [88] and interfacial properties [100] are eectively calculated. The molecular
dynamics is similar to the lattice dynamics. This approach is focused on the modeling
of the interatomic potential without the use of a rigid crystalline structure [28]. The
Monte Carlo simulation is similar to the Boltzmann transfer equation model. However,
because of the high computational cost of these approaches and the limited knowledge
of the interatomic and intermolecular forces, the approaches for modeling the microscale
heat transfer have limited applicability. For the growth of nanotechnology and improved
devices, accurate and ecient modeling of microscale heat transfer at ultrashort times
and multiple length scales is needed. Using the peridynamic diusion model, which is
intrinsically a multiple scale model linking the scale of the horizon (the nonlocal interac-
tion region) and the macroscale, for modeling thermal transport in microscale level is a
potentially transformative endeavor.
1.2.2 Dielectric breakdown of materials
Dielectric breakdown is a phenomenon that takes place in insulating materials, such as
gases, uids or solids, at large electric eld amplitudes. These insulators, also called
dielectrics, are forced to conduct electricity when they are immersed in a high external
electric eld environment [59]. A high electric eld can lead a dielectric loose its insu-
lating properties and even its mechanical stability and can lead to partial or complete
disintegration [101]. There are many types of dielectric breakdown in materials as elec-
trical (intrinsic and avalanche), thermal, and electromechanical breakdowns [53]. The
intrinsic breakdown is due to the electronic current in the dielectric becoming instable
and the large electric eld causes avalanche breakdown. Joule heating generated within
8the dielectric specimen by a conduction current results in thermal breakdown. For the
electromechanical breakdown, the electrostatic pressure induces mechanical deformation
and leads to reduction of the dielectric strength until the breakdown of the material [90].
Dielectric materials used in electric devices such as power transformers, electric gen-
erators, electric starters, electric actuators and high frequency resonators need to meet
stringent requirements to work in extreme environments such as high temperatures and
high electrical elds without the breakdown of the system [99]. Epoxy-based composites
are famously used for these electric devices due to the ability to handle high electric
elds [90]. The eect of dielectric breakdown in heterogeneous materials, however, can
be useful for the drilling and demolition of natural and articial solid materials such as
natural rocks and concrete using high voltage pulses. The high electric eld, due to a
very high applied voltage, produces the displacement and conduction current and then
the pulsed pressure causes the material's failure [60].
Mathematical models have been used to explained the randomness and dynamic frac-
ture nature of dielectric breakdown [59]. A dielectric breakdown model(DBM) was devel-
oped in [66], but it ignored physical details of the process. This DBM is a mathematical
model applying the diusion-limited aggregation (DLA), the model of particles under-
going a random walk proposed by Witten and Sander in 1981 [94], to the electric eld.
Dielectric breakdown is then described as the branching electric discharges with its frac-
tal properties. However, DBM failed to explain the fundamental physical mechanisms
of transforming the insulating into conducting materials because of the diculties in de-
termining and analyzing the microscopic breakdown path within the dielectric materials
[59]. The use of peridynamics, with it's ability of modeling transient diusion processes
and dynamic fracture, is a possible way for modeling dielectric breakdown and simulating
the sudden change of a material from an insulator to a conductor.
91.2.3 Heat transfer in biological systems
Heat transfer problems in the human body are related to, for example, conduction in
tissues and convection between blood and tissues[97]. The insertion of a radiofrequency
electrode into a tissue is a method for the destruction of tumor cells. These cells re-
ceive ohmic heating, heat released by an electric current owing through a conductor,
and nally die when they reach a certain temperature, approximately 50C[73]. Ra-
diofrequency thermal ablation (RFTA) was introduced to be the treatment of osteoid
osteomas, a benign (non-cancerous) bone tumer [67]. Also, patients with osteoblastoma,
giant cell tumour [45], can consider this method as a choice of treatment beside other
therapies such as surgery, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy [75]. However, the safety of this
therapy needs to be evaluated. Important nerve tissues surrounding the bone such as the
spinal cord or nerve root may sustain thermal injury that can cause severe damage by the
heating from RFTA [1]. A few experiments show that heating at 43.1C for 1 hour can
induce a 50 % damage rate for nerve tissue in the spinal cords of mice. Also, at 45C for
10.8 minutes, the same damage is produced [9]. The spinal cord and peripheral nerves
in living pigs are injured when the temperature rising over 45C [1]. As a result, being
able to precisely control the temperature of the surrounding cells while having RFTA
for cancer treatment is necessary for preventing the damage from the heating. Accurate
models for heat ow in highly thermally heterogeneous biological systems are therefore
needed.
In recent years, hyperthermia therapy to damage the tumor cells has been tried but
there was the delay of failure of these cell due to autophagy, an intracellular degradation
system to protect cells from hypoxia, a shortage of oxygen in the body [14], and starvation.
In [98], a heat shock, sudden rise in temperatures, produces autophagy. The result shows
that a heat shock, from the therapy, induces proteins protecting the tumor cells. First,
we need to take these proteins out of the tumor cells and then we can damage these
cell. This is called autophagy or the delay of failure of the tumor cells. A way to cancel
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autophagy would be useful for achieving quicker death of tumor cells. The research of the
human pain in [87] showed that by decreasing the skin temperature in environments with
a cool ambient temperature can reduce the thermal pain in humans and lead to cancel
autophagy. Our model can be used to determine temperature distributions in bodies
(heterogeneous inclusions) near the tumor cell not to produce the heat shock.
1.2.4 Cracking in fuel cells
A fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical energy to electrical energy. A Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) has received great interest in recent years. The most impor-
tant characteristic of SOFC is its high operation temperature (800 -1000C) [30]. These
high temperatures can make the rigid ceramic structure in the SOFC experience time-
dependent failure, such as slow crack growth. Because of the high temperatures associated
with thermal cycles, high thermal temperature gradients induce high thermomechanical
stresses in SOFC. The prediction of this stress distribution in the ceramic components in
SOFC is the main aspect that could lead to better designs that reduce the risk of failure
due to the crack growth [38]. The operating of SOFC with cooling and heating processes
can produce residual thermal stresses and then crack initiation near the anode/electrolyte
and electrolyte/cathode interfaces. These cracks will change heat ow in the system, es-
pecially around the crack tips, and this in turn changes the state of stress in the system.
The growth of cracks reduce the SOFC electrochemical performance. Also, these initi-
ating cracks may propagate at both interfaces (anode/electrolyte or cathode/electrolyte)
or penetrate in the electrolyte or cathode. Designs of both layers need to be considered
with respect to the thermal loading in order to prevent cracks initiation and propagation
[51].
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1.2.5 Fracture and damage due to thermal shock
The fast change of the temperature produces thermal shock and may cause cracking in
materials such as ceramics. Ceramics have been used as high temperature applications
due to their high mechanical strength at high temperatures. However, in a very short
time and rapid change in the surrounding temperature, their failures start when the
thermal stress exceeds their mechanical strength. During the thermal shock, fast heating
or cooling, temperature gradients and thermal stress change with time rapidly in unsteady
state. The thickness of the material, and shape and size all have an eect on material
failure subject to thermal shock ([70], [8]). The thermal shock resistance of Ultra-High-
Temperature Ceramics (UHTCs), having a melting point higher than 3000 C and usually
be used above 2000 C as parts in many components, is one of the most important
parameters since the failure may occur under severe thermal shock. Designs of these
components needs to be concerned with factors such as the target temperature, the
critical temperature and temperature gradients for damage initiation [58]. Heat transfer
in bodies, with crack growth due to thermal shock, can easily and suitably be modeled
by peridynamics.
1.3 Thesis organization
The outline of this thesis can be divided as follows:
 Chapter 2   We briey review the classical heat conduction. We discuss about
the heat ux vector, the heat conduction equation in cartesian coordinates we use
to compare with solutions from our model. Boundary and initial conditions are
presented in the last.
 Chapter 3   The peridynamic formulation for one-dimensional transient heat con-
duction is derived from physical principle. The peridynamic heat ux is dened.
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Numerical results are compared to the analytical exact solutions in the limit of the
peridynamics parameter, horizon, going to zero.
 Chapter 4  We extend the peridynamic formulation for two-dimensional transient
heat conduction. We show the convergence of the peridynamic heat ux to the
classical heat ux in the limit of horizon going to zero. Numerical solutions, with
various boundary conditions, from our model in 2D plates are compared to the
analytical exact solutions.
 Chapter 5  We model the heat transfer in bodies with evolving discontinuities and
heterogeneities. Results from problems with single and multiple insulated cracks
are compared to solutions by the nite element method using Abaqus FEA and
the alternating method, respectively. Heat ow in bodies with insulated growing
cracks are shown. We also model heat transfer in bodies with dierent kinds of
heterogeneous inclusions.
 Chapter 6   We present the conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2
Classical Heat Conduction: a Brief
Review
2.1 Basic concepts of heat conduction
Heat conduction is the transfer of thermal energy between regions because of their tem-
perature dierences in absences of external work input in the system. Heat ows from
a region of higher temperature to a region of lower temperature. Transfers of thermal
energies are due to the activities of molecules. Their kinetic and vibrational energies are
exchanged with neighboring layers. In Fig. 2.1, there are two surfaces maintained at dif-
ferent temperatures, 1 and 2, with the random, rotational, and vibrational motions of
the gas molecules. When they contact each others, energies transfer from molecules asso-
ciated with a higher temperature to ones with a higher temperature. Although molecules
may cross the plane at x0 due to their random motion, the net transfer of energy is al-
ways in the positive x direction. This net transfer of energy is called diusion of energy
because of their random motions [48].
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Figure 2.1: Heat transfer due to the molecular activity in gas (adapted from [48])
2.2 Heat ux
θ
x
θ1
θ2
θ(x)
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Figure 2.2: Heat transfer by conduction in one dimension (adapted from [48])
The heat ux is the rate of heat transfer per unit time per unit area of the isothermal
surface, the surface of constant temperature, in the direction of decreasing temperature
[32]. In one-dimensional heat transfer, the equation of this rate is known as Fourier's law:
q(x; t) =  kd(x; t)
dx
(2.1)
where k is the thermal conductivity (W/(m K))and d=dx, the temperature gradient,
is a vector normal to the isothermal surface (in 1D, we call the isotherm, a contour line
that connects points of constant temperature). The minus sign and the negative value of
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the temperature gradient make the heat ux be positive in the x direction (see Fig. 2.2).
For one-dimensional case, the isotherms are planes normal to the x-axis. Figs. 2.3 and
2.4 are shown the heat uxes qn in two-dimensional and three-dimensional coordinate
systems, respectively.
qn
qy
qx
Isothermal surface
n
x
y
B
Figure 2.3: Two-dimensional heat ux (adapted from [48])
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Figure 2.4: Three-dimensional heat ux (adapted from [16])
These heat uxes can be written in the form of Fourier's law as:
qn =  k @
@n
(2.2)
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Also, we can express the heat ux qn into components in Cartesian coordinates as [32]:
qn = iqx + jqy + kqz =  k

i
@
@x
+ j
@
@y
+ k
@
@z

=  kr(x; y; z; t) (2.3)
where i, j, and k are unit vectors along x, y, and z directions , respectively. r is del
operation and (x; y; z; t) is the temperature eld. Fourier's law of heat conduction applies
to a thermal medium that is homogeneous (the same thermal properties as every point),
isotropic (same thermal properties in all directions at a point), and of macroscale size [6].
This means the thermal conductivity k is independent of the coordinate direction. The
thermal conductivity, generally, may vary with temperature. For orthotropic materials
[6], dierent mechanical properties along the directions of each of the principle axes, the
thermal conductivity matrix can be written as:
0BBBB@
k11 0 0
0 k22 0
0 0 k33
1CCCCA
and the components of the heat ux are:
qi =
3X
j=1
ijkij
@
@xj
(2.4)
where ij is Kronecker delta:
ij =
8>><>>:
1; if i = j
0; if i 6= j
For a general anisotropic material [6], mechanical properties of being directional depen-
dent, heat does not transfer in all directions equally well. The thermal conductivity
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matrix is: 0BBBB@
k11 k12 k13
k21 k22 k23
k31 k32 k33
1CCCCA
and the components of the heat ux are:
qi =
3X
j=1
kij
@
@xj
(2.5)
Nonhomogeneous or heterogeneous material, combinations of dissimilar parts, has dier-
ent the thermal conductivities. We may use Fourier's law to each homogeneous body and
special techniques at the interface between dierent subregion of a material [6].
2.3 Heat conduction equation
q
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qy+∆y
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q
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Figure 2.5: Dierential Control volume for conduction analysis in cartesian coordinates
(adapted from [16])
In Fig. 2.5, a small element of length x, width y, and height z has the density of the
body  and the specic heat c. The energy balance, from the rst law of thermodynamics,
during a small time t on the control volume is written as ([6], [16]):
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(Net rate of heat ow) + (Rate of heat generation) = (Rate of energy storage) or
[(qxAx + qyAy + qzAz)  (qx+xAx + qy+yAy + qz+zAz)] + (gV ) = (E
t
) (2.6)
Noting that units in each term in Eq. (2.6) are energy/time (Joules/second or Watts, J/s
or W). The net rate of heat ow is the dierence between the rate of the heat conduction
at x, y, z and the rate of heat conduction at x + x, y + y, z + z. The rate of
heat generation is g(x; y; z; t) with units W/m3 where the volume of this element V is
xyz. Areas of the element in the x, y, and z directions are Ax = yz, Ay = xz,
and Az = xy. Also, the rate of energy storage of the element can be expressed as:
E = Et+t   Et = mc(t+t   t) = cV (t+t   t) (2.7)
Eq. (2.6) can be written as:
qxAx + qyAy + qzAz   qx+xAx   qy+yAy   qz+zAz + gV = cV (t+t   t)
t
(2.8)
Dividing by V or xyz:
 

qx+x   qx
x

 

qy+y   qy
y

 

qz+z   qz
z

+ g =
c(t+t   t)
t
(2.9)
We take the limit as x, y, z and t! 0 :
lim
x!0

qx+x   qx
x

=
@qx
@x
=
@
@x

 k @
@x

=   @
@x

k
@
@x

lim
y!0

qy+y   qy
y

=
@qy
@y
=
@
@y

 k @
@x

=   @
@y

k
@
@y

lim
z!0

qz+z   qz
z

=
@qz
@z
=
@
@z

 k @
@x

=   @
@z

k
@
@z

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@
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Eq. (2.10), in the special case of constant thermal conductivity, reduces to:
@2
@x2
+
@2
@y2
+
@2
@z2
+
1
k
g(x; y; z; t) =
1

@
@t
(2.11)
where  = k= (c) : In above heat conduction equations, the temperature, , in the body
is a function of location and time. We call this unsteady or transeint heat conduction.
Heat conduction is in steady state if the temperature is time-independent, @=@t = 0.
This leads to r2 = 0, the Laplace equation.
2.4 Boundary and initial conditions
To obtain the solution, the temperature distribution, by solving the heat conduction equa-
tion, initial and boundary conditions need to be specied. An initial condition describes
the temperature distribution of the body at time t = 0. In rectangular coordinates, an
initial condition can be written as [6]:
(x; y; z; t = 0) = f(x; y; z)
where f(x; y; z) is the temperature distribution of the medium at time t =0. Boundary
conditions are the mathematical expressions of the thermal conditions at all bounding
surfaces of the medium. In heat conduction, ve kinds commonly are specied temper-
ature, specied heat ux, convection, radiation and interface boundary conditions ([48]
and [16]).
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2.4.1 Specied temperature boundary condition
θs
θ(x,t)
x
Figure 2.6: Specied temperature boundary condition (adapted from [48])
This specied temperature boundary condition, called Dirichlet boundary condition,(see
Fig. 2.6) can be expressed as [16]:
(0; t) = s (2.12)
where s is the specied temperature at the boundary x = 0. This specied temperature
may be constant or a function of time.
2.4.2 Specied heat ux boundary condition
θ(x,t)
x
qs
Figure 2.7: Nonzero heat ux boundary condition (adapted from [48])
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Fig. 2.7 is shown the specied heat ux, qs at the boundary x = 0. This boundary
condition, called Neumann boundary condition, has the form [16]:
 k @
@x

x=0
= qs (2.13)
The sign of the heat ux, qs in Eq. (2.13) is positive due to its positive direction of the
coordinate axis. If the heat ux is in the opposite direction, the negative will be applied
to Eq. (2.13) as [16]:
 qs = k @
@x

x=0
θ(x,t)
x
Figure 2.8: Zero heat ux boundary condition (adapted from [48])
For the special case of insulated boundary condition (see Fig. 2.8), in which the heat
cannot ow through the boundary, the heat ux is zero [16]:
@
@x

x=0
= 0 (2.14)
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2.4.3 Convection boundary condition
θ(0,t)
θ(x,t)
x
θ
 
,
 
h
ConductionConvection
Convection Conduction
Figure 2.9: Convection boundary condition (adapted from [48]and [16])
The heat can transfer from the surrounding medium to a body (from convection to
conduction) at the boundary (or the other way). The form of this boundary condition is:
 k @
@x

x=0
= h(1   (0; t)) (2.15)
where h = the convection heat transfer coecient and 1 = the temperature of the
surrounding mediums on the boundary. Eq. (2.15) is for the heat transfer from a body
to the surrounding medium (see the bottom part of Fig. 2.9 for the direction of heat
transfer). Noting that the boundary condition, from convection to conduction (see the
above part of Fig. 2.9 for the direction of heat transfer) , will be [16]:
k
@
@x

x=0
= h((0; t)  1)
This is the same as Eq. (2.15) if we apply -1 to both sides of the latest equation. As a
result, no eect takes place on the direction of the heat at the boundary for this kind of
boundary condition.
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2.4.4 Radiation boundary condition
θ(0,t)
θ(x,t)
x
θsurr
 
,
 
ε
 
Radiation Conduction
Figure 2.10: Radiation boundary condition (adapted from [16])
Similar to the convention boundary condition, radiation can only be the type of heat
transfer between the surroundings and the boundary (see Fig. 2.10). The radiation
boundary condition can be written as [16]:
 k @
@x

x=0
= "(4sur   4(0; t)) (2.16)
where " is the emissivity of the boundary surface, , the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
is equal to 5:67  10 8 W/(m2 K4), and sur is the average temperature of the surface
surrounding the boundary. Again, the direction of the heat, from radiation to conduction
or the other way, is not aected the form of the condition similar to convection boundary
condition case.
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2.4.5 Interface boundary condition
θB(0,t)
θΒ(x,t)
x
Material A Material B
InterfaceθA(x,t)
θA(0,t)
Figure 2.11: Interface boundary condition adapted from [16])
In a body consisting of dierent materials (see Fig. 2.11), the boundary conditions at
the interface (in the case of perfect contact of two materials) are [16]:
A(0; t) = B(0; t)
and
 kA@A
@x

x=0
=  kB @B
@x

x=0
where kA and kB are thermal conductivities of layers A and B, respectively.
2.5 Solutions of heat conduction
There are several methods for solving particular cases of the heat equation analytically:
the method of separation of variables, the Laplace Transform method, and Green's Func-
tion method [32]. The method of separation of variables, the method applied to linear
partial dierential equations, especially those with constant coecients in the equation
[44], attempts to nd solutions of PDEs by assuming that the dependence of the solution
on the time variable and the spatial variables can be separated. This allows to have
functions of dierent variable on the two sides of an identity and thus both sides have
to equal the same constant. This procedure leads to two equations in terms of only the
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time variable or only the space variable(s). For the case of one spatial variable, solving
the PDE is now reduced to solving two ODEs. The general solution of the heat equation
is the product of the solutions of the two equations [40].
The Laplace Transform method , one of the mathematical tools for modeling and
analyzing linear systems with constant coecients [68], be used to solve the heat equation
by converting this partial dierential equation into an ordinary dierential equation which
is easier solved. After the solution from the transformed problem is obtained, it needs to
be inverted to be the solution for the original heat equation [32].
Green's Function method, is a powerful and exible method for the linear heat con-
duction problems with constant coecients [6]. A Green's Function (GF) is a basic
solution of a specic dierential equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. The
GF method is related to above classical methods. The method of separation of vari-
ables and the Laplace Transform method are used to derived GFs. Solutions of various
heat conduction problems are provided in an integral form consisting of a known Green's
Function depending on the geometry and boundary conditions. This method, compared
to other analytical methods, is easier for obtaining the solution since it needs only the
calculation the integral of given GF related to the heat problem with specied boundary
conditions [6].
Some heat conduction problems have no analytical solution or are more dicult to
be analytically solved due to nonlinearities, singularities, complex geometries, or com-
plicated boundary conditions [32]. Two major numerical methods are presently used in
the numerical solution of the classical heat equation, the Finite dierence method and
the Finite element method. Details of two methods can be found in various books in
numerical methods of partial dierential equations ([33], [72], [65], [57], [47], [69], and
[56]).
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Chapter 3
The peridynamic formulation for
one-dimensional transient heat
conduction
3.1 Peridynamic formulation for heat conduction
We rst briey recall the derivation of the classical heat-transfer equation from [15].
Assume an innite plate, of thickness d bounded by two parallel planes, P and P^ . The
two planes are kept at dierent temperatures,  and ^, with ^ > . Consider a cylinder
as in Fig. 3.1, with the area of the surfaces S and S^ being equal to s. We also assume
that there is no heat transfer through the cylinder's side surface A. The quantity of heat
which ows between the two planes over the area s in t seconds is equal to:
(^   )st
d
(3.1)
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x
x^
S
S^
A
d
P
P^
Figure 3.1: The heat transfer in a plate bounded by two planes at dierent temperatures.
Here  is the material's thermal conductivity. On the other hand, let f and f^ be
the heat ux per unit time and unit area across the surfaces S and S^, through x and
x^, respectively. Assuming that the ow across the side surface A (see Fig. 3.1) of the
cylinder is negligible, then the rate of heat ow into the cylinder is
s(f^   f): (3.2)
If we now dene a as the average temperature in the cylinder, then the rate at which
the cylinder gains heat is:
csd
@a
@t
: (3.3)
Thus, the expressions in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), per unit area and per unit time, give:
cd
@a
@t
 (^   )
d
: (3.4)
This is where we depart from the classical approach, which assumes the distance d between
x and x^ (the thickness of the plate) goes to zero and the relationship above becomes an
equation written in terms of the spatial gradient of the temperature eld (see [15]).
Here and below, for simplicity, we consider the density and the heat capacity to be
constant. The case of variable density and heat capacity is an immediate extension of
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the formulation presented here.
e
x
x
x-x
o
H
Ω
Figure 3.2: The peridynamic description of a thermal body. A thermal conductor between
the points x and x^
x x
Hx
a node outside
the horizon of x t-bonds
Figure 3.3: The thermal bonds for one-dimensional heat transfer in a peridynamic bar.
Only a small section of the bar is shown here.
For our peridynamic formulation of the heat diusion equation we consider a body
occupying a region 
 in the three-dimensional space (see Fig. 3.2). The body is com-
posed of material points that have associated mass and volume. We consider that each
such material point is connected to the rest of the points in the body 
 via \thermal
conductors", or \thermal bonds". In short, we will call these connections \t-bonds". The
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derivation below is for the case of one-dimensional transient heat-transfer in a bar, see
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3.
Let e be a unit vector along the bar. The heat is transferred between point x and any
point x^, along the direction of the t-bond vector x^ x, which is collinear with the director
vector e. It is reasonable to assume that the interaction distance for every material point
is limited to a certain region, called horizon H, which we take, for convenience, to be
spherical of radius  (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).
For each of these t-bonds in Fig. 3.3 we repeat the reasoning above with the same
assumption used before: the t-bonds are \insulated" so that there is no heat transfer along
the t-bonds between them. We aim to nd the peridynamic equation of heat transfer for
the point x 2 
. Writing Eq. (3.4) as an equation even without taking the limit, gives:
c(x^  x)  e@a(x; x^; t)
@t
= K(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x)  e : (3.5)
where a(x; x^; t) is the average temperature along the t-bond (x; x^), and K(x; x^) is the
conductivity of the t-bond. We assume symmetry: K(x; x^) = K(x^;x). The t-bond
conductivity needs to be determined in terms of the material conductivity . Note that
the vectors x^   x and e are collinear and their dot product, (x^   x)  e, is simply the
signed distance between the points x^ and x along the bar direction.
Remark: Here is the point where, by taking x^ ! x, we would recover the classical
derivation of the heat equation. Instead, we assume the equation to hold for nite dis-
tances kx^ xk. Obviously, the smaller this distance, the better the approximation of the
classical equation.
Dividing Eq. (3.5) by (x^  x)  e and integrating over the horizon of point x we get:
Z
Hx
c
@a(x; x^; t)
@t
dx^ =
Z
Hx
K(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dx^: (3.6)
We assume the following relation between the temperature at point x and time t and the
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average temperatures in all the t-bonds connected at x:
Z
Hx
ca(x; x^; t)dx^ = c(x; t)VHx : (3.7)
and therefore Z
Hx
c
@a(x; x^; t)
@t
dx^ = c
@(x; t)
@t
VHx : (3.8)
Here, VHx is the horizon volume for the node centered at x (in 2D it is the horizon area,
and in 1D is the horizon length). Eq. (3.6) now becomes:
c
@(x; t)
@t
=
Z
Hx
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dx^ =
Z
Hx
(x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t)dx^ (3.9)
with k(x; x^) = K(x; x^)=VHx dened to be the micro-conductivity of the t-bond (x; x^).
This is the peridynamic equation for heat transfer, without any heat sources. If a heat
source is present at x, then Eq.(3.9) becomes
c
@(x; t)
@t
=
Z
Hx
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dx^+ w(x; t) (3.10)
where w(x; t) is the rate of heat generation per unit volume per unit time function. In
contrast to the classical theory, the Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) are applicable even when in the
body cracks or other forms of damage appear and/or propagate. Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10)
represent the conservation of energy law, or the rst law of thermodynamics, together
with Fourier's law for one-dimensional heat transfer in the peridynamic formulation.
3.1.1 The peridynamic heat-ux
To simply the discussion, consider the following situation in one dimension, graphically
described in Fig. 3.4: inside the horizon of a node xi there is a monotonic change in
temperature from hot (to the right) to cold (to the left). The denitions that follow are
valid for any distribution of temperatures within the horizon.
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In order to compute the peridynamic heat ux (which is the rate at which heat is
transferred across a surface at a point, per unit area and per unit time) at a point across
a surface, we need to compute the integral of heat-uxes through all the t-bonds that
connect the point x with other points in the body and are on one side of the given surface.
Remark: Note that we could, possibly, dene the heat-ux through the surface
at a point by including all bonds passing through that surface, as it is done in in the
peridynamic formulation for elasticity for the force uxes ([78], [84]).
S
x
n
x
x
x
xi i+1
i+2
i+3
i-1
δ
HotCold
Figure 3.4: The peridynamic description of the heat-ux at a point xi across a given
surface at that point. The thermal conductors ending at xi from one side of the bar
contribute to the heat-ux at xi, but the thermal conductor between the points xi+2
and xi 1 does not. Only a portion from the heat ux through the conductor (xi; xi+3),
proportional to the volume of xi+3 inside the horizon of xi, contributes to the total heat-
ux at xi.
The heat gain of x due to x^ (or the quantity of heat which ows through the t-bond
per unit area per unit time) is due to the heat-ux between x and x^ along the t-bond
(x; x^) and is given by:
Q(x; x^  x; t) =  k(x; x^)(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x)  e : (3.11)
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The equation above is the peridynamic form of Fourier's law, written for a t-bond. This
heat ux along a t-bond is an odd function of its direction, that is Q(x; x^   x; t) =
 Q(x;x   x^; t). The function k(x; x^) is the micro-conductivity function of the t-bond
(x; x^). For a homogeneous material, the micro-conductivity function will be the same for
all t-bonds in the body. For a thermally isotropic body, the micro-conductivity depends
on the vector x x^ only through its magnitude. The dependence of the micro-conductivity
on the relative distance between x and x^ may take various forms. Some possible options
are detailed in x3.1.3. In x3.1.3 we shall also see how the microconductivity relates to
the conductivity of the material and the horizon at point x. The micro-conductivity
function may also depend on the orientation of the thermal bond (x; x^). This allows a
direct modeling (and an easy implementation) of thermally anisotropic materials. The
micro-conductivity function may also depend on temperature, damage index, etc, but
these things are not considered in the present work.
To nd the peridynamic heat-ux at some point x (xi in Fig. 3.4) across the surface
S we refer to Fig. 3.4. The t-bonds ending at x from one side of the surface S contribute
to the heat-ux at x, but t-bonds between points on dierent sides of the surface, that
do not start or end at x do not (see, e.g., the t-bond between xi+2 and xi 1 in Fig. 3.4).
Mathematically, this leads to the following denition of the peridynamic heat-ux:
Q(x; S; t) =  
Z
Hx=S
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x)  n dx^ (3.12)
where by Hx=S we mean the portion of Hx on one side of the surface S, and n is the
exterior normal to the surface (in this case of a 1D bar n = e or n =  e). The denition
is valid for any arbitrary distribution of temperatures around xi.
3.1.2 A thermal material with damage
To introduce damage in the current formulation we proceed in a similar way in which
damage is introduced in the mechanical PD formulation ([80]). The function  in (3.9)
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is replaced by a history-dependent function
~(x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t) = (x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t)(t; kx^  xk) (3.13)
where  is a history-dependent scalar-value function dened by:
(t; kx^  xk) =
8><>: 1 ; if e(; ;) < e0 for all 0    t0 ; otherwise (3.14)
where
e =
jj + jj   jjjj
jjjj (3.15)
is the relative elongation of a bond, e0 is the critical relative elongation of the bond,
 = x^ x is the relative position vector in the initial conguration and  = u^ u is the
relative displacement vector. This history-dependence leads to heat transfer interruption
between x and x^ when the mechanical bond is broken. In peridynamics crack surfaces
form when the peridynamic bonds break in succession. Heat transfer may still take place
between the crack surfaces by convection or radiation. In addition, heat transfer by
conduction may, partially or fully, resume if the crack closes and contact between the
crack surfaces takes place. In such a case, the function in Eq. (4.10) needs to be modied
accordingly. These subjects are topics of future study and will be reported in forthcoming
publications.
3.1.3 The relation between material conductivity and micro-
conductivity: the 1D case
In order to connect the peridynamic microconductivity function introduced in Eqs. (3.5)
and (3.9) to the measurable material conductivity  we use the following approach. Con-
sider two materials: a classical material with thermal conductivity , and a \micro-
thermal" material characterized by the peridynamic heat transfer equations and the mi-
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croconductivity function k. Consider steady-state heat transfer in 1D in two bars made
out of the classical and micro-thermal materials over which a linear temperature eld is
given as (x; t) = ax + b, with a and b given constants (see Fig. 3.5). We impose that
the heat ux at point x through the surface S (see Fig. 3.5) be the same in both bars.
Thus, in the classical material at some point x along the bar through the surface S, from
right to left, we have:
q(x; t) = 
@(x; t)
@x
= a:
θ(x)
x x+δx-δ
ax+b
S
Figure 3.5: Setup for the connection between the microconductivity and the classical
conductivity. For the same given temperature (x; t) = ax + b the heat-ux passing
though the surface S in the classical material is matched with the same quantity in the
microthermal material. The horizon of point x is .
In the micro-thermal material, the heat ux through the surface S at point x, from
right to left, is given by:
qperi(x; t) =
Z 
0
k(jx^  xj)(x^)  (x)jx^  xj dx^
The specic form of the microconductivity function is expected to have an inuence
at scales of the order of the horizon size. In the limit of the horizon going to zero we
expect to recover the solution of the classical, local heat transfer equations, as discussed
in the derivations in x3.1.1.
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Constant microconductivity function
The simplest form of the microconductivity function is a constant function over the
horizon (as shown in Fig. 3.6a)
k(jx^  xj) = k0 = constant
Equating q(x; t) and qperi(x; t) gives
k0 =


(3.16)
where  is the horizon size.
Triangular microconductivity function
A \triangular" microconductivity function is dened by (see Fig. 3.6b)
k(jx^  xj) = k1

1  jx^  xj


Equating again q(x; t) and qperi(x; t) we obtain
k1 =
2

: (3.17)
k(ξ)
k
−δ δ
ξ
−δ δ
ξ
(a) (b)
0
k1
k(ξ)
Figure 3.6: Two sample functions for the microconductivity variation inside the peridy-
namic horizon.
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3.2 Numerical discretization in 1D
To implement the peridynamic method for heat conduction in 1D, we discretize the
domain using a uniform grid. Non-uniform grids are possible in peridynamics (see [13])
but this is not pursued here. Each node has a \volume", in 1D given by the length of the
segment associated with it, in our case x. Fig. 3.4 shows nodes within the horizon of the
i-th node. The nodes at the ends have the coordinates  L=2 + x=2 and L=2  x=2.
Other options can be selected: for example, we can place nodes at the actual ends of
the bar in which case these end nodes will have half-volumes (see, e.g [13]). We have
performed numerical tests using both methods and found out that there are no dierences
between them. The results we report below use the rst method, with all nodes having
the same volume (length).
The spatial discretization of Eq. (3.9), using a mid-point type numerical integration,
is:
c _(xi; t) =
X
p
k(xi; xp)
(xp; t)  (xi; t)
jxp   xij2 Vip (3.18)
where the summation is after all nodes xp inside the horizon of node xi, and Vip is the
portion of the volume of the node xp actually covered by the horizon of node xi. Note that
special care has to be taken when computing the term for p = i. In the limit of xp ! xi
this term represents the spatial rate of change of the heat-ux in the t-bond (xi; xp). Also
note that the limit xp ! xi can take place only when their corresponding volumes go
to zero, otherwise we violate Heissenberg's principle. We compute the above-mentioned
term by approximating it with:
1
2

k(xi 1; xi)
(xi 1; t)  (xi; t)
jxi 1   xij2 Vi;i 1 + k(xi; xi+1)
(xi+1; t)  (xi; t)
jxi+1   xij2 Vi;i+1

In a body that undergoes damage, if one of the mechanical bonds (xi 1; xi) or (xi; xi+1)
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gets broken and interrupts the heat transfer then the p = i term is computed to be
the same as the p = i   1 or the p = i + 1 terms. For the time integration we use a
Runge-Kutta integration which is a fourth order explicit method.
For numerically evaluating the heat-ux in Eq. (3.12), we use mid-point integration:
q(x; t) =  
X
p
k(xi; xp)
(xp; t)  (xi; t)
jxp   xij Vip (3.19)
where the summation is after all nodes xp on the right size of the surface at xi inside the
horizon, , of xi. In the case p = i, we approximate the term in the sum by:
k(xi)
(xi+1; t)  (xi; t)
jxi+1   xij (Vi=2) (3.20)
which is the heat ux from the right-half of the volume of xi, Vi=2. This approximation
can be easily extend to higher dimensions. For the triangular micro-conductivity case
we use k(xi) = k1 instead of k1(1  jxi+1 xij ) since the portion that conducts heat is the
volume of xi not of xi+1.
3.2.1 Imposing Dirichlet (temperature) boundary conditions
For the discretization type mentioned above, in which all nodes have the same volume,
we impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions by simply assigning the given temperature
value to the end node or nodes. In eect, the entire volume of the node is assigned the
given boundary temperature. In the numerical examples we will discuss the implications
of this observation to the comparison with the exact classical solutions of heat transfer.
In the limit of the horizon going to zero (which induces the nodal volume to go to zero;
see the denition of the -convergence) the peridynamic Dirichlet condition converges to
the classical boundary condition.
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3.2.2 Imposing Neumann (heat-ux) boundary conditions
We discuss here the way heat-ux boundary conditions can be implemented in our new
peridynamic formulation for heat transfer, for the case of constant heat-ux. The general
case can be treated similarly.
In peridynamics, a given constant heat-ux q boundary condition applied at a bound-
ary node x reads:
q = qperi(x; t) =
Z 
0
k(jx^  xj)(x^; t)  (x; t)jx^  xj dx^ (3.21)
We approximate this boundary condition by imposing that the temperature of the nodes
inside the horizon of the, for example, left-end node are connected by the following
relationships that need to hold at all times:
m+1 i = m+1 + ix
q

i = 1; : : : ;m (3.22)
where  is the thermal conductivity, x is the nodal volume (for a uniform discretization),
and m = =x is related to the number of nodes inside the horizon. Similar relationships
can be written for the right end node. Note that the initial condition is applied only to
m+1 while the 1; : : : ; m values are computed based on the formulas above. The same
happens at all time steps, when m+1 is computed from the general discretization, and
the temperatures at the rst m nodes are updated using Eq. (3.22). See Fig. 3.7 for an
example when m = 3.
We can show that if Eq. (3.22) is satised then Eq. (3.21) holds at the boundary in
the limit of the horizon going to zero. Indeed, for the case of constant micro-conductivity,
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∆x
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tan φ=q/κ
heat-flux boundary node
δ
Figure 3.7: Imposing heat-ux boundary condition at left-end of the bar for the case
when the heat ux is constant. The relation between the nodal temperatures of the
nodes within the horizon of the boundary node, the imposed heat ux value, q, and the
thermal conductivity, , when m = 3.
from Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) we get, at a specic time:
qperi(x1) =
Z
0
k(x^)
(x^)  (x)
x^  x dx^  k0
m+1X
i=1
i   1
xi   x1V1i (3.23)
 x k0

2   1
2x
+
2   1
x
+ : : :+
m   1
(m  1)x +
m+1   1
2mx

(3.24)
= x k0
264 q

+
q

+ : : :+
q
| {z }
m
375 = x

m
q

= q (3.25)
The approximation signs become equalities in the limit of the horizon going to zero.
For the triangular micro-conductivity case we have:
qperi(x1) =
Z
0
k(x^)
(x^)  (x)
x^  x dx^  k1
m+1X
i=1

1  jxi   x1j


i   1
xi   x1V1i (3.26)
 x k1

2   1
2x
+

1  x
mx

2   1
x
+ : : :+

1  mx
mx

m+1   1
2mx

(3.27)
= x k1

q
2
+

1  1
m

q

+ : : :+

1  m  1
m

q


=
q

xk1
m
2
= q(3.28)
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As above, approximation signs become equalities in the limit of the horizon going to zero.
3.3 Comparison with classical heat conduction for
transient problems in 1D
Here we test the convergence to the solution of the classical transient heat-conduction
equations for two examples: one with Dirichlet boundary conditions (temperature values
given) at both ends of the bar and one with a Neumann condition (heat ux given) at
one end and Dirichlet condition at the other end. The analytical solutions are obtained
using separation of variables (see [40], pp. 954-963). To numerically compute the innite
series solutions we used certain number of terms and the details are given below. The
coecient  in the second problem is dierent than in [41] in order to speed-up the heat
transfer.
3.3.1 Classical formulations of the problems
Example 1
A rod of length L = 10cm has an initial temperature 100C. The left and right sides of
this rod are suddenly brought to and maintained at a temperature of 0C. The thermal
diusivity is  = 1.14 cm2/s. We are interested in the changes of the temperature prole
in time. The classical formulation for this problem is as follows:
@(x; t)
@t
= 
@2(x; t)
@x2
; 0 < x < L; 0  t <1 (3.29)
(0; t) = (L; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (3.30)
(x; 0) = 100; 0 < x < L (3.31)
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Using the method of separation of variables and the numerical values given above, the
exact solution can be written in a series form as:
(x; t) = (0; t) + ((L; t)  (0; t))x
L
+
X1
n=1;3;5;:::
Kn sin
nx
L
e t(n
22=L2) (3.32)
where
Kn =
2
L
LZ
0
(x; 0) sin
nx
L
dx (3.33)
Then,
(x; t) = (0; t) + ((L; t)  (0; t))x
L
+
4

(x; 0)
X1
n=1;3;5;:::
sin
nx
L
e t(n
22=L2) (3.34)
Also, the exact classical heat-ux is
q(x; t) =
4
10
(x; 0)
X1
n=1;3;5;:::
cos
nx
L
e t(n
22=L2) (3.35)
Example 2
The left end of a rod of length L = 10cm is insulated, and the right end is held at a
constant temperature 100C for all t  0. The initial temperature is 60C for 0 < x < L=2
and 0C for L=2 < x < L. The same diusivity as above is used:  = 1:14cm2/s. The
classical formulation is:
@(x; t)
@t
= 
@2(x; t)
@x2
; 0 < x < L; 0  t <1 (3.36)
@(0; t)
@x
= 0; (L; t) = 100; 0  t <1 (3.37)
(x; 0) =
8><>: 60; 0 < x < L=2;0; L=2 < x < L. (3.38)
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The exact solution in this case is:
(x; t) = (L; t) +
4

X1
n=1;3;5;:::
1
n
[(1(x; 0)  (L; t)) sin n
4
 (2(x; 0)  (L; t))(sin n
2
  sin n
4
)]cos
nx
2L
e t(n
22=4L2) (3.39)
where 1(x; 0) and 2(x; 0) are the left and right parts of (x; 0): Similarly, the exact
classical heat-ux is
q(x; t) =   2
L
X1
n=1;3;5;:::
[(1(x; 0)  (L; t)) sin n
4
  (2(x; 0)  (L; t))
(sin
n
2
  sin n
4
)]sin
nx
2L
e t(n
22=4L2) (3.40)
Example 3
We also test our implementation for a problem in which a nonzero heat ux is imposed
on one boundary.
A rod of length L =  cm has an initial temperature 0C. The left end of this rod
is maintained at a temperature of 20C while at the right end a heat ux 3 w=cm2 is
imposed ( is the thermal conductivity). The thermal diusivity is  = 1.14 cm2/s. The
classical formulation for this problem is as follows:
@(x; t)
@t
= 
@2(x; t)
@x2
; 0 < x < ; 0  t <1 (3.41)
(0; t) = 20; x(L; t) = 3; 0  t <1 (3.42)
(x; 0) = 0; 0 < x <  (3.43)
Using the method of separation of variables and the numerical values given above, the
exact solution can be written in a series form as:
(x; t) = 20 + 3x+
X1
n=1;3;5;::
Kn sin
nx
2
e t(n
2=4) (3.44)
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where
Kn =
2
L
(
40 + 6L
n
cos
nL
2
  12
n2
sin
nL
2
  40
n
) (3.45)
Remark: The peridynamic formulations for these examples are given by Eq. (3.9)
with the micro-conductivity given by, for example, Eq. (3.16) or Eq. (3.17), and the
corresponding associated boundary conditions. Note that the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions are imposed as described in x3.2.1 and x3.2.2, respectively. Due to
the constructive formulation, the peridynamic equation converges to the classical PDE,
while the peridynamic boundary conditions converge, in the limit of the horizon going to
zero, to the classical boundary conditions, as detailed in x3.2.1 and x3.2.2.
Example 4: The composite material problem
We consider a rod of length 10cm made from two materials with dierent conductivities
(diusivities): for the rst half of the bar, the material has diusivity 1 = 1.14 cm
2/s,
thermal conductivity 1 = 1.14 W/cm K, while for the remaining half the values are 2
= 0.114 cm2/s, 2 = 0.114 W/cm K. Let the temperature eld over the left half of the
bar be described by the function 1(x; t), and over the right half of the bar by 2(x; t), as
shown in Fig. 3.8. We choose a zero initial temperature along the bar. At the left end
the temperature is maintained at 100C and 0C at the right end.
The classical description of heat transfer for this problem leads to the following boundary
value problem:
@1(x; t)
@t
= 1
@21(x; t)
@x2
;  L < x < 0; 0  t <1 (3.46)
1(0; t) = v; 0  t <1 (3.47)
1(x; 0) = 0;  L < x < 0 (3.48)
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Figure 3.8: The description for the composite material problem
@2(x; t)
@t
= 2
@22(x; t)
@x2
; 0 < x < a; 0  t <1 (3.49)
2(a; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (3.50)
2(x; 0) = 0; 0 < x < a (3.51)
1
@1(x; t)
@x
= 2
@2(x; t)
@x
; x = 0; 0  t <1 (3.52)
1(x; t) = 2(x; t); x = 0; 0  t <1 (3.53)
The classical exact solutions from [15] are
1(x; t) =
v(1a  2x)
1a+ 2l
  2v
1X
n=1
sin2 kan sin n(l + x)
n(l sin
2 kan + ka sin
2 ln)
e 1
2
nt (3.54)
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2(x; t) =
1v(a  x)
1a+ 2l
  2v
1X
n=1
sin ln sin kan sin k(a  x)n
n(l sin
2 kan + ka sin
2 ln)
e 1
2
nt (3.55)
where n's are the roots of
cot l +  cot ka = 0 (3.56)
and
k =
r
1
2
;  =
2k
1
(3.57)
Remark: For the t-bond connecting between two material points that having same
thermal diusivities, we use it for calculating the micro-conductivity of this t-bond. If the
t-bond crosses the interface of two dierent materials, it connects two dierent material
points that have dierent thermal diusivities. We use the smaller one to nd the t-
bond's micro-conductivity because the t-bond needs to have the thermal property for
heat transfer though two material points and the material point can not conduct heat
more than its thermal conductivity. This leads us to use the smaller thermal diusivity
between them to obtain its micro-conductivity.
3.3.2 Numerical Results
We use the fourth-order time integration Runge-Kutta method. We select a time step
t = 10 6 in all tests as this is a stable time step for the smallest grid size we used in
this section.
Results for Examples 1 and 2
The exact classical solution and the peridynamic solutions using the constant and the
triangular micromodulus for the case when  = 3L=800 = 0:0375cm, the number of nodes
is 1067 (and therefore m = =x = 4) are plotted in Fig. 3.9 for Example 1 and in Fig.
46
3.10 for Example 2. For better clarity, we plot the analytical solution at all nodes, and the
peridynamic solution with the constant micro-modulus at 15 equally-spaced nodes and
with the triangular micro-conductivity at 14 nodes. To compute the analytical solution,
for Example 1 we truncated the series after n = 55 for t = 0:1s, n = 9 for t = 4s, and
n = 5 for t = 8s. For the second Example we truncated after n = 109 for t = 0:1s, n = 17
for t = 4s, and n = 13 for t = 8s.
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Figure 3.9: Example 1: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for the constant and triangular micro-conductivities. The particular
values used here are  = 4x and x = L=800
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Figure 3.10: Example 2: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for the constant and triangular micro-conductivities. The particular
values used here are  = 4x and x = L=800
We also compare, in norm-2, the dierence between the peridynamic solution and the
local (or classical) analytical solution. We do not call this dierence an \error", the reason
being that the term \error" should be used if we were to compare with the analytical
solution of the nonlocal problem (dened by Eq. (3.10)). The nonlocal exact solution is
not available, as solutions to integro-dierential equations are, in general, more dicult
to obtain than solutions to PDE's. For the square of norm-2 we use the average relative
dierence dened as:
1
N
NX
i=1

classical   peri
classical
2
(3.58)
where N is the number of all nodes used in every numerical test.
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We focus the analysis on two types of convergence dened in [13]: the m-convergence,
and the -convergence. We recall (see [13]) that in the m-convergence we consider the
radius of the horizon  xed and takem!1. The numerical peridynamic approximation
will converge to the exact non-local peridynamic solution for the given . In the case of
-convergence, the horizon  ! 0 while m is xed or increases with decreasing , but
at a slower rate than that of . For problems with no singularities (which is the case of
the present study), the numerical peridynamic approximation converges to the classical
local solution. For problems with singularities the (m)-convergence is needed to ensure
uniform convergence (with the possible exception of points in sets of measure zero) to
the local solution (see [13]).
m-convergence. For several dierent horizons, namely  = 3L/100, 3L/200, 3L/400,
3L/800, we perform the m-convergence tests. In Fig. 3.11 we plot the temperatures
of the peridynamic solutions at the middle node of the bar at t = 8s (the end of the
simulation), for values of m equal to 2, 4, 8, and 16, for both examples and both the con-
stant and triangular micro-conductivities. We also draw the level of temperature at the
same location and time, for comparison purposes only, since the numerical peridynamic
solution will converge to the exact nonlocal solution. Of course, the smaller the horizon
size, the closer the nonlocal solution will be to the local solution, as it can be seen by
looking at the values for a xed m but decreasing values of the radius of the horizon .
We observe that, for every horizon size, changes in the solution slow down as m increases,
which shows that we approach the exact nonlocal solution.
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Figure 3.11: The m-convergence for four dierent horizon sizes. Top row for Example
1 (constant micro-conductivity is left), bottom row for example 2 (triangular micro-
conductivity is right). The temperature at the middle of the bar at t = 8s is plotted for
dierent values ofm and dierent horizon sizes. The dashed lines indicate, for comparison
only, the classical exact temperature, which is 51.75C for Example 1 and 53.06C for
Example 2.
We now explain the behavior see in Fig. 3.11 for the m-convergence tests. For a xed
horizon, when m increases, the number of nodes increases and the volume (length) of
each node decreases. Therefore, the peridynamic boundary condition imposes the xed
temperature over a smaller volume (length) as m increases. If the imposed temperatures
at the boundaries where smaller than the initial temperature, one expects that the mid-
point temperature to rise with increasing values of m, and indeed this is what we see
happens in Example 1. We also observe that the triangular micro-conductivity leads to a
faster m convergence. Note also that for m = 2, the triangular micro-conductivity results
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are \worse" (relative to the classical solution) than the constant micro-conductivity and
that is because in the discretization for the triangular micro-conductivity we \loose" a
signicant chuck of the material since the micro-conductivity at the last node inside the
horizon is zero (see Fig. 3.6 and Eq. (3.18)).
For Example 2, we notice a similar m-convergence behavior (see the second row of
plots in Fig. 3.11). We also notice that, since the boundary temperature at the right-end
is maintained higher than the initial temperatures along the bar, we expect, following
the same argument as above, that when m increases (the volume of the node with the
imposed temperature decreases, the mid-point temperature, at a certain time, to be
lower the higher m is). Indeed, this is what is obtained in the numerical results, for both
micro-conductivity functions. The triangular micro-conductivity, again, has faster m-
convergence compared to the constant micro-conductivity. Form = 2, the same argument
as above can be repeated to explain why the values from the triangular case are \worse"
than those for the constant case.
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Figure 3.12: The m-convergence for four dierent horizon sizes. Top row for Example
1 (constant micro-conductivity is left), bottom row for example 2 (triangular micro-
conductivity is right). The temperature at the middle of the bar at t = 1s is plotted for
dierent values of m and dierent horizon sizes. The dashed lines indicate the classical
exact temperature values at that location and time.
Remark : We also note that the m-convergence curves in the results of Fig. 3.11
indicate a good candidate for the number of nodes inside the horizon to use in practice if
we try to obtain solutions close to the classical ones. This is given by the values of m for
which the m-convergence curves for dierent horizons intersect. It is interesting to note
that these curves appear to all pass through the same point (for each of the examples
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tested and for either micro-modulus function used) and the temperature for that value
of m is also the exact classical temperature. We propose the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. If two peridynamic m-convergence curves, for two dierent horizons, for
the solution at a point at a certain instant in time, intersect, then ALL m-convergence
curves intersect at that same point. The temperature values at the intersection point is
also the value of the exact classical solution.
We computed the m-curves also for a dierent location along the bar (two thirds
from the left end) at t = 8s and at the mid-point for t = 4s, and in all cases the same
behavior is observed, for both examples and for both micro-moduli functions. Note that
the intersection point can be at a nite or innite value of m. The value of m for which
this takes place changes with the location of the point and with the time instant. We
noted that at t = 1s, while for the rst example the m-convergence curves meet at certain
values of m (see Fig. 3.12), for the second example they look as if they would intersect
at innity (see Fig. 3.12).
Given the convergence of the peridynamic equation to the classical one in the limit
of the horizon going to zero, we understand why the temperature at the intersection
point of the m-convergence curves is also the exact classical temperature. The practical
consequence of this observation is that picking the m value at which those curves intersect
is the \best" in terms of capturing the classical behavior and the cheapest in terms of
computational eort. From Fig. 3.11 we see that values of m between 3 and 5 are ideal,
with the smaller values better for the constant micro-conductivity and the larger ones
better for the triangular micro-conductivity case. In 1D this means that the horizon
covers between 7 to 11 nodes.
These observations lead us also to an eective strategy of obtaining the classical
solution, at a point and at a certain time, with \large" peridynamic horizons:
Conjecture 2. One can obtain the classical exact solution at a point and at a certain
instant of time by nding the intersection point of the peridynamic m-convergence curves
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for two dierent horizon sizes. The horizons do not have to be innitesimally small.
-convergence. We perform -convergence tests using  = 3L/200, 3L/400, and
3L/800 for dierent choices of m = 2, 4, 8, and 16. In Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 we plot
the convergence rates, for Examples 1 and 2 respectively, for the relative dierence of
the temperatures along the bar at t = 8s computed using the formula in Eq. (3.58). In
Example 1, the convergence rates, obtained using linear curve tting, for the parameters
mentioned above are 1.0104, 1.0132, 1.0109, and 1.0104 respectively, for the constant
micro-conductivity case and 1.0095, 1.0102, 1.0082, and 1.0055 for the triangular micro-
conductivity case. In Example 2, the convergence rate are 1.4824, 1.4982, 1.4914, and
1.4811 for the constant micro-conductivity case and 1.4843, 1.4990, 1.4877, and 1.4433
for the triangular micro-conductivity case.
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Figure 3.13: The -convergence for the average relative dierence between the classical
exact solution and the peridynamic numerical solution. The dierence is computed at
t = 8s, using (3.58), and for xed values of m = 2, 4, 8, and 16 for Example 1. The
convergence rates are linear for both micro-conductivity functions.
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Figure 3.14: The -convergence for the average relative dierence (3.58) in the tempera-
tures at t = 8s and for xed values of m = 2, 4, 8, and 16 for Example 2. The relative dif-
ference is between the exact classical solution and the approximate peridynamic solution.
Convergence rates are super-linear (around 1.5) for both micro-conductivity functions.
Note that the triangular micro-conductivity has better (smaller) relative dierences
compared to the exact classical solution once m is larger than 2. The reason for this is
because the triangular micro-conductivity function is closer to a \localized" (Dirac-delta
function) than the constant micro-conductivity function. The switched behavior for m
= 2 can be understood based on the comments provided in the m-convergence section.
We next compute the heat-ux and compare the classical exact and the peridynamics
results in Fig. 3.15 for Example 1 and in Fig. 3.16 for Example 2.
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Figure 3.15: Example 1: Comparison of the heat-ux along the bar at t = 8s for the
classical exact and the peridynamics solutions. Here  = 3L/800 = 0.0375cm and m =
2. Constant (left) and triangular (right) micro-conductivity.
The number of nodes where we plot the heat-ux in Fig. 3.15 and 3.16 is the same
and is obtained by using the values at every 40 nodes for Example 1, and every 19 nodes
for Example 2.
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Figure 3.16: Example 2: Comparison of the heat-ux along the bar at t = 8s for the
classical exact and the peridynamics solutions. Here  = 3L/800 = 0.0375cm and m =
4. Constant (left) and triangular (right) micro-conductivity.
Result for Examples 3
This is the case for non-zero heat-ux condition at one end. Here we only perform the
computations for nding the temperature eld, using the both constant and triangular
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micro-conductivities, for a single horizon ( = 3L/800 = 0.0118 cm) and a single m
value (m = 4). In this case the total number of nodes is 1067. The average relative
dierence, see Eq. (3.58) for this case is 3:43 10 5 for the constant micro-conductivity
and 2:84 10 5 for the triangular micro-conductivity. The temperature proles at 0.1s,
4s, and 8s are shown in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the classical exact and peridynamics solutions for
Example 3. The particular values used here are  = 3L/800 = 0.0118 cm , m = 4.
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Result for Examples 4
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Figure 3.18: Comparison between the classical exact solution and approximation methods
using peridynamics for constant and triangular micro-conductivity with  = 3L/100 =
0.30 cm, m = 4, and 135 nodes, and using the FEM (ABAQUS) with 135 nodes. Results
computed for t = 8s.
The results are shown as Fig. 3.18. Solutions from peridynamics model ( = 3L/100 =
0.30 cm, m = 4, total number of nodes being 135) with both constant and triangular
micro-conductivities with a time step of 10 6 s and from a FE model using ABAQUS
software (with 135 nodes, linear elements), plotted every 8 nodes, are close to the classical
exact solution of the heat transfer in the composite bar. In our model, we do not need
to impose the continuity of the temperature and the heat ux at the interface between
the two materials as is needed in the classical model formulation of the boundary-value
problem. The FEM using ABAQUS is also not needed this equalities of temperature and
heat ux at the interface of the composite.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we constructed a nonlocal formulation for transient heat (and mass)
transfer problems in 1D that can be applied to problems where discontinuities appear
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in the material, such as in materials undergoing damage, fragmentation, or in granular
systems in motion. This \peridynamic" heat transfer formulation leads to an integro-
dierential equation which is obtained following a constructive way in a similar fashion to
how the classical equations of heat (and mass) transfer are introduced in the classical text
by Carslaw and Jaeger [15]. Damage is introduced at the level of the peridynamic thermal
bonds. We also introduced the peridynamic heat-ux and we explained the dierences
compared to the similar concept given in the peridynamic literature for elasticity. We
correlated the parameters in the peridynamics formulation (the micro-conductivity and
the horizon) with the material conductivity for the case of constant heat-ux.
We have thoroughly analyzed numerical convergence to the classical exact solution
for several problems in 1D in the limit of the peridynamic horizon going to zero. The
results for two dierent examples, one with Dirichlet boundary conditions and one with
a Neumann and a Dirichlet boundary conditions, have shown that m-convergence and -
convergence take place. For the - convergence we obtained linear and super-linear rates
of convergence to the classical solutions. We also noticed that a value of m between 3 and
5 (or having 7 to 11 nodes inside the horizon) in 1D is optimal for computations. We have
tested two possible choices for the micro-conductivity function. The triangular micro-
conductivity leads to results that are closer to the classical exact solution, compared to
the constant micro-conductivity case, if m is larger than 2. We explained in detail how
classical boundary conditions translate to the peridynamic versions. A special attention
was paid to the heat-ux boundary conditions where we proved that, in the limit of
the horizon going to zero, the peridynamic condition converges to the classical heat-
ux boundary condition. We proposed a conjecture on an interesting property of the
peridynamic solutions based on the notion of m-convergence introduced in [13]. If two
m-convergence curves for two dierent horizons for the solution at a certain point and
time intersect (they may intersect at a nite value of m or at innity), then all m-
convergence curves intersect at that point, which is also the value of the classical exact
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solution. The conjecture above allows one to compute, if so desired, the exact classical
solution at a certain point and a certain time instant by using the intersection point of
two m-convergence curves for two dierent horizons, of any size. By construction, the
peridynamic equation for heat transfer proposed here converges in the limit of the horizon
going to zero to the classical solution, at all points and for all times. The conjecture
states that, for every point along the heated bar and at any time, there is a certain value
of m (m is related to the number of nodes inside the horizon) for which the classical
solution is recovered, indierent of the horizon size. We used the present formulation
to model heat transfer in a composite bar. The micro-conductivity for bonds that cross
from one material to the other are set to match the macro-conductivity of the lower-
conductivity material. The results using a suciently small horizon (relative to the
geometrical dimensions) are close to the analytical solution of the classical model.
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Chapter 4
The peridynamic formulation for
multi-dimensional transient heat
conduction
4.1 The derivation of the peridynamic formulation
We consider a body occupying a region 
 composed of material points that have asso-
ciated mass and volume (see Fig. 4.1(left)). For simplicity, we assume the connections,
between each material point and its neighborhood points, are only over a certain nite
region around this point. This region is called the peridynamic horizon, H (see Fig.
4.1(left)). A thermal conductor between two material points x and x^ is called the ther-
mal bond or t-bond (see Fig. 4.1(right)). For simplicity, we construct the formulation in
2D but the model is identical in 3D, with the only exception being that the area integral
is replaced by a volume integral. The vectors e1, e2 are unit vectors along the x axis
and y axis respectively, and  is the angle between e1 and the t-bond.
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Figure 4.1: The peridynamic description of a thermal body (left) and the thermal bond
between x and x^(right) in 2D
In one-dimensional heat conduction using peridynamics [11], the t-bond's heat ux is
(see Eq. 3.11):
q(x; t) = K(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk e (4.1)
whereK(x; x^) is the conductivity of the t-bond (x^ x), (x^; t) (x; t) is the temperature
dierence between the two points x and x^, and e is the unit vector along the t-bond x^ x.
Now we extend this formulation to two-dimensional domain. The heat is transferred
from point x^ to x along the t-bond due to the dierence of the temperature between
them (from hot to cold) (see Fig. 4.2).
φ
e1
e2
x
e
x
x
y
Figure 4.2: The peridynamic description of the heat that ows between x^ to x through
the t-bond
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This peridynamic heat ux vector (see Eq. (4.1)) corresponding to the t-bond between
x^ and x can also be written in terms of its components:
q = Kx(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk cos e1 +Ky(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk sin e2 (4.2)
where Kx(x; x^) and Ky(x; x^) are thermal conductivities of the t-bond (x; x^) in x and
y directions, (x^; t)   (x; t) is the temperature dierence between the two points, e =
cose1 + sine2, and  is the angle between e1 and e.
For a thermally isotropic material case, K(x; x^) = Kx(x; x^) = Ky(x; x^). We assume
t-bonds be insulated from each other so that there is no heat transfer along the t-bonds
between them. Based on the conservation of energy law for one-dimensional heat conduc-
tion (see Chapter 3 and [11]), the peridynamic heat ux for a single bond t-bond (x^ x)
in the direction of e was:
c(x^  x)  e @a(x; x^; t)
@t
= K(x^;x)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x)  e (4.3)
where a(x; x^; t) is the average temperature along the t-bond (x; x^). We consider, for
simplicity, the density  and the specic heat c to be constant. The left-hand side (LHS.)
of Eq. (4.3) is called the heat gain of the t-bond and be approximated to the magnitude
of the heat ux vector, the right-hand side (RHS.) of Eq. (4.3), in this t-bond.
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Figure 4.3: The peridynamic thermal bonds for two-dimensional heat conduction. The
heat ows between x^ to x through their t-bond. We consider only points located inside
the horizon H of a point x, a disk of radius .
To get the peridynamic formulation for heat conduction at x due to the heat ow
from all points, see Fig. 4.3, we treat (x^   x)  e or kx^  xk as a nite distance, which
is dierent from the way the energy equation is obtained in the classical heat transfer
model where a limit of x^! x is taken. Dividing by this distance both sides of Eq. (4.3)
and integrating over the region or the horizon, Hx, where  is the radius of the horizon
of point x,
Z
Hx
c
@a(x; x^; t)
@t
dAx^ =
Z
Hx
K(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dAx^ (4.4)
Since we dened 1
Ax^
R
Hx
ca(x; x^; t)dAx^ = c(x; t) and the micro-conductivity of the
t-bond(x; x^) k(x; x^) = K(x; x^)=Ax^, then we have
c
@(x; x^; t)
@t
=
Z
Hx
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dAx^ (4.5)
If there is a heat source at x, Eq. (4.5) becomes:
c
@(x; x^; t)
@t
=
Z
Hx
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dAx^ + w(x; t) (4.6)
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where w(x; t) is the rate of heat generation per unit area per unit time. This is the
peridynamic formulation for heat conduction in two-dimensional domains. This form
is identical in 3D except that the area integral is a volume integral. Notice also that
the formulation is identical to the 1D formulation where instead of the line integral we
now have an area integral. Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) represent the conservation of energy
(thermal) energy law, or the rst law of thermodynamics, together with Fourier's law,
for heat conduction in the peridynamic formulation.
4.2 The peridynamic heat ux
x
x
δ
isothermal surface
Hotter than x
Colder than x
t-bond
Hx
H+
H-
Figure 4.4: The description of the peridynamic heat ux at a point x. Points located
in region H+ have higher temperatures than that of point x, while points in region H 
have lower temperatures than that of x. The isothermal surface at x does not have to
be smooth and in fact it can be made from several surfaces.
In the previous section we used the notation of the peridynamic heat ux through a single
bond. To nd the heat ux at a point x, we need to include the heat transferred to x
from all points inside the horizon of x that have a higher temperature than that at x.
We call this region H+ (see Fig. 4.4). As a result, the heat ux at a point x can be
written as:
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q(x; t) =
Z
H+
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x)  ex^ ex^ dAx^ =
Z
H+
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk ex^ dAx^ (4.7)
where the integration region H+ is as shown in Fig. 4.4, and ex^ is the unit vector along
t-bond (x; x^) (see Fig. 4.4).
We now show that this denition of the peridynamic heat ux is the same as the
classical denition of heat ux for the case of a linear temperature prole, or that in
the limit of the horizon size,  going to zero, the peridynamic heat ux converges to the
classical one. If the temperature is not linear within the horizon of x, as  ! 0, it is
reasonable to assume that the temperature spatial variation, at a given instant, is as
shown in Fig. 4.5. Indeed, even if it has to be close to the atomic scale, one can assume
that the temperature eld is well approximated by a linear function so that the isotherms
look as shown in Fig. 4.5. We can choose a system of coordinates aligned with these
isotherms.
x
Isotherm
H+
δ
x
HotCold
φ
L
d
x
x
w
Classical heat flux vector
t-bond
Figure 4.5: A linear approximation of the temperature eld around a point x for a
suciently small horizon . Isotherms or isothermal surfaces are straight lines.
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The peridynamic heat ux vector for the conguration in Fig. 4.5 can be written as:
qperi =
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk ex^ dAx^
= i
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk cos dAx^ + j
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk sin dAx^
= i
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x) cos
2  dAx^ + j
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(y^   y) sin
2  dAx^
= i
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
(x^  x) cos
2  dAx^ =
@(x; t)
@x
i
Z
H+
k cos2  dAx^
where ex^ = i cos + j sin, x^   x = (x^   x)i + (y^   y)j. The integral along the j
direction is zero because for given linear temperature prole, the integrand is an odd
function integrated over a symmetrical (about the x-direction) domain. Also lat equality
can be changed to an  if the temperature prole is not linear but the horizon is small,
((x^; t)  (x; t))=(x^  x)  @(x; t)=@x.
A connection between the micro-conductivity parameter and the material conductivity
 has to exist in order to have the peridynamic heat ux equal the classical heat ux
for the linear temperature (or in the limit of the horizon going to zero). From the above
equation, the connection, assuming a constant micro-conductivity k, has to be:
k =
R
H+
cos2 dAx^
=
4
2
The peridynamic heat ux for constant k with the above relation between the micro-
conductivity of the t-bond and the thermal conductivity of the material, and for the
linear temperature prole is:
qperi = 
@(x; t)
@x
i = qclassical
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If the temperature prole is not linear, in the limit of the horizon  ! 0 we will get
that qperi ! qclassical. In x4.3, we discuss more about choices for the micro-conductivity
function.
In general, for a given size of the horizon, the isotherms do not have to be straight
lines (or planar surfaces), as seen from Fig. 4.4. We nd the peridynamic ux using
the denition introduced before which requires us to search through the points inside
the horizon of point x and integrate over those that have a higher temperature than the
point itself. The direction of the peridynamic heat ux may or may not be normal to the
isotherm. It may happen that the tangent line (plane) for the isotherm at x does not
even exist, and yet we can still dene the peridynamic heat ux vector with the above
denition. Nevertheless, in well-behaved cases and as  ! 0 the peridynamic heat ux
vector aligns itself with the normal to the isotherm and therefore with the classical heat
ux vector.
4.3 The micro-conductivity function
To nd the relation between the material thermal conductivity  and micro-conductivity
k(x^;x) of the t-bond, we consider the steady-state heat conduction in a plate. Assume a
temperature distribution of the following form: (x; y; t) = ax+b where a; b are constants
(see Fig. 4.6). The x-direction component of the classical heat ux at point x across the
surface Sx from right to left (see Fig. 4.6) can be calculated as:
qclassicalx (x; y) = 
@(x; y)
@x
= a
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Figure 4.6: A linear temperature prole in 2D and the x-component of the classical heat
ux at point x for this given temperature distribution.
The x-component of the peridynamic heat ux at the same point across Sx from right
to left is:
qperix (x; y) =
=2Z
 =2
Z
0
k(x; x^)
(x^)  (x)
kx^  xk cos r drd =
=2Z
 =2
Z
0
k(x; x^)
(x^)  (x)
(x^  x) cos
2  r drd
where x = x(x; y), x^ = x^(x^; y^) and cos = (x^ x)kx^ xk .
Remark : kx^  xk is the euclidean distance between x^ and x, while (x^   x) is the
distance in the x-direction between x^ and x.
The micro-conductivity function plays an important role in the peridynamic model,
especially at the micro-scale or the horizon scale, since it determines the relative thermal
conductivity between points inside the horizon. At scales much larger than the horizon
size, the specic shape of the micromodulus function has little inuence. The micro-
modulus function can be chosen from a large variety of functions, since conditions on its
smoothness, for example, are quite lax because it appears under an integral sign. For the
mechanical peridynamic model several versions of this function have been tried in, e.g.
[13]. In the thermal peridynamic model in 1D we used the constant and the triangular
micro-conductivity functions. In 2D, these choices become the constant and the conical
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micro-conductivity functions (see also [43]). In principle, it should be possible to obtain,
from micro-scale heat conduction experiments for example, a physically-based specic
prole of the micro-conductivity function. In what follows some simple choices of the
micro-modulus functions are studied and the connections to the macroscopic material
conductivity are made.
4.3.1 The constant micro-conductivity function
This constant function is dened as (see Fig. 4.7(left)):
k(x; x^) = k0
The peridynamic heat ux in x-direction is:
qperix =
=2Z
 =2
Z
0
k0
(x^)  (x)
(x^  x) cos
2  r drd = k0a
2=4
where (x^) (x)
(x^ x) = @(x; y)=@x = a due to the chosen linear temperature prole
Matching the heat ux in the x-direction at x from the classical and peridynamic models:
a = k0a
2=4
gives:
k0 =
4
2
:
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Figure 4.7: The constant (left) and conical (right) micro-conductivity functions
4.3.2 The conical micro-conductivity function
The conical micro-conductivity function is dened as (see Fig. 4.7(right)):
k(x; x^) = k1

1  r


where r = kx^  xk.
The peridynamic heat ux in x-direction is:
qperix =
=2Z
 =2
Z
0
k1

1  r

 (x^)  (x)
(x^  x) cos
2  r drd = k1a
2=12;
and thus we obtain
k1 =
12
2

1  r


:
Remark: As discussed above, the specic prole of the micro-conductivity function is
irrelevant at scales larger than the horizon scale. Note that, for example, in problems with
thermally heterogeneous materials, the specic shape and size of the inclusions will dene
a certain material length-scale that is relevant at the macro scale. In this situation, the
horizon size needs to be suciently smaller than the inclusions' length-scale (see Fig. 4.8)
in order for the peridynamic equations to give results that are insensitive to the specic
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prole of the micro-conductivity function. For this kind of heterogeneous problems, the
shape and size of the inclusions gives guidance on the appropriate horizon size.
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Figure 4.8: In problems with inclusions, the horizon size needs to be signicantly smaller
than inclusion scale in order for the peridynamic results to be insensitive to the particular
prole of the micro-conductivity function
4.4 A thermal material with damage
We introduce damage in the current formulation in a similar way in which damage is
introduced in the mechanical peridynamics formulation [78] and as shown in the 1D
thermal peridynamic formulation [11]. Damage of thermal bonds can be caused by a
variety of reasons. A common situation is the emergence of cracks in the material. Heat
conduction across cracks will be aected, or even suppressed (in what we call an \insulated
crack"). Therefore we can choose to link damage of thermal bonds to the failure of the
mechanical peridynamic bonds as introduced in the mechanical PD formulation [80].
This has been proposed in the 1D formulation for the thermal peridynamics [12]. In this
section we extend damage to thermal bonds to the multi-dimensional case and generalize
it to cover partial damage of the thermal bonds that would model cases when heat
conduction is not completely cut when the mechanical bond breaks, but may continue
in some perturbed fashion afterwards. An example is the case of a crack that closes and
heat conduction resumes but only partially.
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First, let us denote the kernel function as follows, so that Eq. (4.5) can be written as:
c
@(x; x^; t)
@t
=
Z
Hx
k(x; x^)
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk2 dAx^ =
Z
Hx
(x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t)dx^ (4.8)
where  is a scalar-valued function. To model a thermal material with damage, the
function  in Eq. (4.8) is set to be \history-dependent" function
~(x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t) = (x; x^; (x; t); (x^; t); t)(t; kx^  xk) (4.9)
where  is a history-dependent scalar-valued function dened by:
(t; kx^  xk) =
8><>: 1 ; if e(; ;) < e0 for all 0    t(; ;) ; otherwise (4.10)
where
e =
jj + jj   jjjj
jjjj (4.11)
is the \relative elongation" of a bond, e0 is the critical relative elongation of the bond,
 = x^ x is the relative position vector in the initial conguration and  = u^ u is the
relative displacement vector. Also, the scalar-valued function  is zero if the crack can
be assimilated with an insulated crack, and it can be between 0 and 1 if conduction is
only partially reduced by the crack formed.
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Figure 4.9: Mechanically broken bonds can also interrupt, or in general disrupt, heat
ow. In this case, bonds have thermo-mechanical properties.
The function  above can also be used to model heat conduction in solids with con-
vection or radiation boundaries. This topic is not considered here. In Fig. 4.9 we show
a situation in which some of the bonds are broken. In computations, a measure for the
amount of damage at a point is the ratio between the number of broken bonds and the
number of original bonds [80].
4.5 Numerical discretization in 2D
We use a uniform grid to discretize the domain for two dimensional heat conduction
because these types of grids are the easiest to generate and work with. All points or
nodes have their own area (or volume in 3D) (see Fig. 4.3). Nodes at the corners of the
domain have areas equal to xy
4
, and other nodes on the boundaries have areas equal
to xy
2
. A node in the bulk of the domain has an area of xy. A discretization in
which all nodes have the same areas is also possible, but in this case the nodes are not
located on the boundary of the domain, but a little inside it. Except for scales in the
order of the horizon size, results with both types of discretization are basically the same.
Practical implementations, however, will dier slightly. In all examples below we use
the approach with nodes with \partial areas" at the edges of the domain. A mid-point
numerical integration is used to approximate temperature and heat ux distributions.
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We also use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for the time integration [18]. A time
step t = 10 6 is used as a stable time step in all tests.
As a result of this discretization, the peridynamic heat equation at a node xi (from
Eq. (4.6)) is:
c _(xi; t) =
X
p
k(xi;xp)
(xp; t)  (xi; t)
r2ip
Vip (4.12)
where the summation includes all nodes xp's located inside the horizon of node xi. Vip
is the volume of node xp covered by the horizon of node xi. rip is the distance between
nodes xi and xp.
Note that in the above approximation, the term for p = i is undetermined (zero
divided by zero case). The actual value for this term, however, exists, and physically it
represents the amount of heat stored in the area of node xi. Analytically this can be
computed using a limit process, or we can use the following approximation as the average
of similar values from the eight nodes surrounding xi:
1
8
8X
j=1
k(xk;xi)
(xk; t)  (xi; t)
s2ik
Vi
where sik =
rik
2
and Vi is the area of node xi.
4.5.1 Imposing the nonlocal Dirichlet (temperature) boundary
conditions
For simplicity and consistency with the way Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed
in numerical methods that discretize the classical, local, model of heat transfer, we choose
to apply the nonlocal Dirichlet boundary conditions directly at the boundary nodes only.
In principle, since the peridynamic formulation is nonlocal, such boundary conditions
are imposed over a layer of thickness , the peridynamic horizon, inside the surface of
the body (see [78]). Numerical tests have shown that these two versions are equivalent
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means of imposing such boundary conditions, in the sense that away from the Dirichlet
portion of the boundary, the solutions are identical. In the numerical examples given in
this work we simply assign the given temperature value to all nodes on the boundaries
where Dirichlet conditions are imposed. Because of the fractional nodal areas assigned
to nodes on the boundaries, the locations of all boundary nodes are exactly at the edge
of the domain.
4.5.2 Imposing nonlocal Neumann (heat ux) boundary condi-
tions
We here discuss only the case of constant heat ux imposed on a boundary. The discussion
can be easily modied to implement more general cases in which the heat-ux varies. To
impose a constant heat ux, of magnitude qx in the x-direction at nodes along a ux
boundary, we follow the procedure developed in the previous chapter for the 1D case and
nd the relationship between the temperature values at the boundary node xi and the
nodes located inside the horizon of this boundary node, so that the resulting classical
heat-ux is the same as the imposed value qx. From x4.2, the heat ux at node x in
x-direction is:
qperix =
Z
H+
k
(x^; t)  (x; t)
kx^  xk cos dAx^
We use a mid-point numerical integration to approximate heat ux distributions. As a
result of this discretization, the peridynamic heat ux at a node xi in x-direction is:
qperix 
X
p
k(xi;xp)
(xp; t)  (xi; t)
rip
cosVip
=
X
p
k(xi;xp)
(xp; t)  (xi; t)
r2ip
Vip
=
X
p
k(xi;xp)
(xp; t)
r2ip
Vip   (xi; t)
X
p
k(xi;xp)
Vip
r2ip
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where Lxip = (xp   xi), rip = kxp   xik cos = Lxip=rip. In order to match, in the limit
of the horizon going to zero, peridynamic heat ux to the imposed classical heat ux
value, the temperature at node xi needs to be:
(xi; t) =
P
p
k(xi;xp)(xp; t)LxipVip=r
2
ip   qxP
p
k(xi;xp)LxipVip=r
2
ip
Similarly, to impose a heat-ux of magnitude qy in the y-direction at a boundary
node, xi, the relationship that needs to be enforced is:
(xi; t) =
P
p
k(xi;xp)(xp; t)LyipVip=r
2
ip   qyP
p
k(xi;xp)LyipVip=r
2
ip
Again, as we show in x4.2 the peridynamic heat ux converges to the classical heat ux
as  ! 0. The accuracy of imposing a certain heat ux at a node xi depends on the
horizon size.
4.5.3 Calculating the area (volume) of a node covered by the
horizon of a given node
As seen from Eq. 4.12, the discrete version of the thermal peridynamic equation obtained
using the composite mid-point integration scheme, one needs to compute the area (or
volume in 3D) of node xp covered by the horizon of node xi, Vip. Exact calculation
of these areas are not easy to perform for nodes that are not entirely contained inside
the horizon of node xi. Therefore, here we employ an approximate way of computing
these areas proposed in [46]. Simpler algorithms than the one introduced in [46] can be
used, with the simplest being based on the relative distance between nodes xi and xp:
if the distance is less than  then the entire nodal area of xp is considered inside the
horizon, and if the distance is larger than  then the \inside" area is taken to be zero.
Such an algorithm, however, leads to non-uniform m-convergence (see [46]) results and
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also to non-uniformities along dierent radial directions drawn from the node xi. The
algorithm below leads to a more uniform behavior for this numerical integration scheme.
The algorithm also provides an adjusted value for the relative distance between nodes,
which is slightly modied for nodes near the boundary. Instead of the actual distance
between nodes xi and xp we use the modied length use for calculating the values for the
micro-conductivity function, k(xi;xp). The algorithm is for a uniform grid, with dx = dy
(see Fig. 4.10).
x
x1
x3
x2
δξ2 ξ1
ξ3
dx
dy
volume
H
Figure 4.10: Volumes of x^'s covered by the horizon of x.  = the length between x^ and
x.
Algorithm 1 Calculating the area of a node coverred by the horizon of a given node
(from [46])
Require: dx = dy
1: if  <    0:5  dx then
2: ratio = 1:0
3: use = 
4: else if  <  then
5: ratio = +0:5dx 
dx
6: use =    0:5  dx  (1:0  ratio)
7: else if  <  + 0:5  dx then
8: ratio = +0:5dx 
dx
9: use =    0:5  dx  ratio
10: else
11: ratio = 0
12: end if
13: volume = ratio  dx2
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4.5.4 Finding broken t-bonds for initial cracks
If there are initial cracks or \needle"-like thermally heterogeneous inclusions in the ther-
mal body we need to determine the thermal bonds that cross these regions and assign
them dierent micro-conductivity properties, such as zero conductivity for the case of
an insulating crack. Assume that an initial insulating crack is dened by the segment
CD and assume a t-bond denes a segment AB. If this t-bond crosses the crack, heat
transfer needs to stop. To test whether this happens or not, the following test can be
used (see Fig. 4.11):
 the dot product of vectors, AC AB and AD AB, are less than zero, (AC 
AB)  (AD AB) < 0.
 the dot product of vectors, CACD and CB CD, are less than zero, (CA
CD)  (CB CD) < 0.
We will show that both conditions, together, are requirement for the t-bond AB to cross
the insulated crack CD.
A
Insulated crack
broken t-bond
B
C
D
Figure 4.11: The t-bond linked between node A and B is broken when crossing the
insulated crack
The rst necessary condition, (AC AB)  (AD AB) < 0, is needed for the t-
bond AB to cross the insulated crack CD as shown as Fig. 4.12 (left). However, this
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necessary condition is also true when the t-bond AB does not cross the insulated crack
CD shown in Fig. 4.12 (right)
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
B
t-bond
t-bond
Figure 4.12: The t-bond AB may (left) or may not cross (right) the insulated crack CD
Similarly, the second necessary condition, (CACD)  (CB CD) < 0 can make
the t-bond may cross (left) or may not cross (right) the insulated crack CD (see Fig.
4.13).
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
D
t-bond t-bond
Figure 4.13: The t-bond AB may (left) or may not cross (right) the insulated crack CD
If we use both necessary condition, together, the t-bond AB will cross the insulated
crack CD as shown in Fig. 4.14.
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insulated crack
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
D
A
B
C
D
B
A
B
C
D
insulated crack
  (a)                                            (b)                                                                (c)       
t-bond
t-bond
t-bond
Figure 4.14: Both condition in (a) and (b), together, make the t-bond AB cross the
insulated crack CD as shown in (c)
4.5.5 Calculating the peridynamic heat ux near an insulating
crack
y
x
x
x
q
δ
isothermal surface
peri
qy
qx
insulated crack
broken bond
Figure 4.15: The peridynamic heat ux at a point near an insulating crack.
For a body with an insulating crack, we use the same procedure as we discussed in
x4.5.4 but exclude the broken t-bonds between x^ and x from the calculations (see Fig.
4.15). In the same way, to determine the temperature distribution, terms in Eq. (4.12)
corresponding to broken t-bonds are not included in the summation.
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4.6 Numerical convergence studies
We now give three examples of heat ow in 2D plates to test the peridynamic formulation
for heat conduction from x4:1. The rst example has only Dirichlet boundary conditions,
while the second and third have both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The
convergence tests in the limit of the horizon going to zero are provided for comparison
between the classical exact and the peridynamic solutions.
4.6.1 Example 1: The classical formulation and its analytical
solution
A square plate, L = 1cm and W = 1cm, has an initial temperature 40C and all bound-
aries are maintained at 0C (see Fig. 4.16). , the thermal diusion coecient equals
1.14cm2/s. The classical formulation for this boundary value problem is [2]:
1

@(x; t)
@t
=
@2(x; t)
@x2
+
@2(x; t)
@y2
; 0 < x < L; 0 < y < W; 0  t <1 (4.13)
(0; y; t) = (L; y; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.14)
(x; 0; t) = (x;W; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.15)
(x; y; 0) = 40; 0 < x < L; 0 < y < W (4.16)
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x
y
1cm
1cm
0oC
0oC
 0oC  
 40oC
    0oC
Figure 4.16: Example 1: A plate with Dirichlet boundary conditions and constant initial
temperature.
The analytical solution for this classical model obtained with the method of separation
of variables can be written as:
(x; y; t) =
1X
m=1
1X
n=1
Amne
 ((m)2+(n)2)t sin
mx
L
sin
ny
W
; (4.17)
where
Amn = 4
WZ
0
LZ
0
(x; y; 0) sinmx sinny dxdy
The analytical heat ux is:
q(x; y; t) =  
1X
m=1
1X
n=1
Amne
 ((m)2+(n)2)t(
L
m
cos
mx
L
sin
ny
W
i+
W
n
sin
mx
L
cos
ny
W
j)
(4.18)
where  = x = y , i and j are unit vectors in x and y directions.
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4.6.2 Example 1: The computed peridynamic solution and dis-
cussion of convergence
We compare, see Fig. 4.17, solutions of the temperature distribution of the plate along
the line y = 0 from the classical and peridynamic methods using the conical micro-
conductivity for the case  = 13L=480, x = L=256, L = 1cm, and m = =x = 6.933
at t's 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1s. The magnitude of the heat ux vector at y = 0, is plotted
in Fig. 4.12 for same horizon,  and x at t = 0.05. Good agreements are found between
the classical exact and peridynamic solution for temperature and heat ux distributions
in Figs. 4.17 and 4.12. We measure the relative dierence of our nonlocal solutions with
respect to the classical solution by using the relative dierence dened as
kclassical perik
2
kclassicalk2
where peri is the temperature value at all nodes when y = 0 from peridynamic solution
and classical is the temperature value from the classical exact solutionat the same points.
Since we use the classical exact solution instead of the exact peridynamic solution (which
is dicult to obtain), we call this relative dierence an not relative error.
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Figure 4.17: Example 1: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for  = 13L=480 and x = L=256 at t's = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, and
0.1s
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Figure 4.18: Example 1: Comparison of the heat ux between classical exact solution
and the peridynamic solutions for  = 13L=480 and x = L=256 at t = 0.05s
-convergence: For this convergence, the horizon  ! 0 whilem is xed or increases
with decreasing , but at a slower rate than that of  [13]. The relative dierences between
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the temperature values from the peridynamics and the classical exact solution along y = 0
line for Example 1 are listed in Table 4.1 for the dierent m's = 5.2, 6.5, 6.933, and 10.4
and dierent 's = 13L=120, 13L=240, and 13L=480 at t = 0.025s. When we decrease the
horizon  for m's = 5.20 to 10.40, the relative dierences decrease linearly (see Fig. 4.19).
However, from the observation, small m's = 2.60 and 3.90, solutions do not convert as we
decrease the horizon. This is shown that m should be larger to obtain the convergence
of solutions. The convergence rates are 1.087, 1.112, 1.072, and 0.878 for m's = 5.2, 6.5,
6.933, and 10.4 respectively with 3 dierent 's = 13L=120, 13L=240, and 13L=480. The
convergence rates for four dierent m values are linear.
Table 4.1: Example 1: Relative dierences between the classical model and peridynamic
solutions with dierent horizons and number of nodes inside the horizon
m  = 13L=120  = 13L=240  = 13L=480
2.60 0.09178 0.11841 0.14039
3.90 0.07167 0.04243 0.05302
5.20 0.12001 0.05464 0.02660
6.50 0.15894 0.08034 0.03400
6.933 0.16998 0.08804 0.03848
10.40 0.23733 0.13572 0.07025
Notice that as the horizon decreases, the relative dierence tends to decrease to 0 and
eventually converge to the classical solution in the limit of  ! 0 and m!1.
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Figure 4.19: Example 1: The   convergence for the relative dierence between the
classical exact solution and the peridynamic numerical solution along y = 0 line and at
time t = 0.025s for m's = 5.2, 6.5, 6.933, 10.4. The convergence rates are linear for all
cases (1.087, 1.112, 1.072, and 0.878 respectively). The plots use logarithmic scales on
both horizontal and vertical axes.
From the data in Table 4.1 we select the valuem = 6.5 for all subsequent computations
since it leads to more ecient computations than using larger m values and is suciently
large so that the numerical integration is suciently accurate.
4.6.3 Example 2: The classical formulation and its analytical
solution
A square plate, L = 1cm and W = 1cm, has an initial temperature 40C and all bound-
aries are insulated (see Fig. 4.20). , the thermal diusion coecient equals 1.14cm2/s.
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The classical formulation for this boundary value problem is [4]:
1

@(x; t)
@t
=
@2(x; t)
@x2
+
@2(x; t)
@y2
; 0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1; 0  t <1 (4.19)
(0; y; t) = (1; y; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.20)
y(x; 0; t) = y(x; 1; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.21)
(x; y; 0) = 40; 0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1 (4.22)
x
y
1cm
1cm
0oC
qy= 0
qy= 0  
 40oC
    0oC
Figure 4.20: Example 2: Specimen description
Using the method of separation of variables, the analytical exact solution for Example
2 can be written as:
(x; y; t) =   1

1X
m=1
 
80[( 1)m   1]e m22t sin(mx)
m
!
(4.23)
Also, the analytical heat ux is
q(x; y; t) =  
1X
m=1

80[( 1)m   1]e m22t cos(mx)

(4.24)
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4.6.4 Example 2: The computed peridynamic solution and dis-
cussion of convergence
We compare, see Fig. 4.21, solutions of the temperature distribution of the plate along
the line y = 0 from the classical and peridynamic methods using the conical micro-
conductivity for the case  = 13L/480, x = L=256, L = 1cm, and m = =x = 6.933 at
t's 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1s. The magnitude of the heat ux vector at y = 0, is plotted
in Fig. 4.22 for same horizon,  and x at t = 0.05s. Good agreements are found between
the classical exact and peridynamic solution for temperature and heat ux distributions
in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22. We measure the relative dierence of our nonlocal solutions
with respect to the classical solution by using the relative dierence dened as we do in
Example 1.
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Figure 4.21: Example 2: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for  = 13L=480 and x = L=256 at t's = 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, and
0.1s
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Figure 4.22: Example2: Comparison of the heat ux between classical exact solution and
the peridynamic solutions for  = 13L=480 and x = L=256 at t = 0.05s
-convergence: The relative dierences between the temperature values from the
peridynamics and the classical exact solution along y = 0 line for Example 2 are listed
in Table 4.2 for the dierent m's = 5.2, 6.5, 6.933, and 10.4 and dierent 's = 13L=120,
13L=240, and 13L=480 at t = 0.025s. When we decrease the horizon  for m's = 5.20 to
10.40, the relative dierences decrease linearly (see Fig. 4.23). Similarly to Example 1 ,
from the observation, small m's = 2.60 and 3.90, solutions do not convert as we decrease
the horizon. This is shown thatm should be larger to obtain the convergence of solutions.
The convergence rates are 1.106, 1.028, 0.999, and 0.873 for m's = 5.2, 6.5, 6.933, and
10.4 respectively with 3 dierent 's = 13L=120, 13L=240, and 13L=480. The convergence
rates for four dierent m values are linear.
Table 4.2: Example 2: Relative dierences between the classical model and peridynamic
solutions with dierent horizons and number of nodes inside the horizon
m  = 13L=120  = 13L=240  = 13L=480
2.60 0.05409 0.06484 0.07717
3.90 0.07381 0.03556 0.02981
5.20 0.11271 0.05522 0.02433
6.50 0.14359 0.07547 0.03453
6.933 0.15249 0.08146 0.03817
10.40 0.20848 0.11984 0.06215
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Figure 4.23: Example 2: The -convergence for the relative dierence between the clas-
sical exact solution and the peridynamic numerical solution when y = 0 at t = 0.025s
for m's = 5.2, 6.5, 6.933, and 10.4. The convergence rates are linear for all cases (1.106,
1.028, 0.999, and 0.873 respectively).
4.6.5 Example 3: The classical formulation and analytical solu-
tion for classical model
A square plate, L = 1cm and W = 1cm, has an initial temperature 0C. We impose
nonzero temperature, 1C, at the left boundary and zero heat ux at other boundaries.
Above and bottom boundaries are insulated. , the thermal diusion is 1.14cm2/s (see
Fig. 4.24). The classical formulation for this boundary value problem is [86]:
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Figure 4.24: Example 3: Specimen description
The boundary value problem (see Fig. 4.24) is:
@(x; t)
@t
=
@2(x; t)
@x2
+
@2(x; t)
@y2
; 0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1; 0  t <1 (4.25)
y(x; 0; t) = y(x; 1; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.26)
(0; y; t) = 1; (1; y; t) = 0; 0  t <1 (4.27)
(x; y; 0) = 0; 0 < x < 1; 0 < y < 1 (4.28)
The analytical exact solution using the method of separation of variables for this Example
can be written by:
(x; y; t) = 1 +
1X
n=1
~b0ne
 (2n)t sin nx (4.29)
where The analytical heat ux can be written as
q(x; y; t) =  
1X
n=1
~b0ne
 (2n)t cos nx
n
(4.30)
~b0n =
cos n   1
(1=2  sin(2n)
4n
)n
:
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and
n =
(2n  1)
2
Remark : Solutions for Example 3 are for y = 0, L = 1.
4.6.6 Example 3: The computed peridynamic solutions and dis-
cussion of convergence
In this Example, we calculate only temperature distributions at y = 0 and test only the
 - convergence. Solutions of peridynamic method are compared with the classical exact
solution for  = 13L=240 , total nodes = 121121(see Fig. 4.25) and  = 13L=480 , total
nodes = 241241(see Fig. 4.26). Both cases have the same m = 6.5 at t's = 0.05, 0.10,
and 0.20s. Results with smaller  = 13L=480 are closer to the classical exact solution
than the larger  = 13L=240. The relative dierences for m = 6.5 with dierent  are
shown in Table 4.3. The plots of the relative dierences against  at t's = 0.05, 0.10, and
0.20s show the linear convergence rates which are 1.089, 1.150, and 0.999. The smaller 
at m's around 5 - 7 will make the nonlocal solution closer to the classical exact solution.
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Figure 4.25: Example 3: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for  = 13L=240 and x = L=120 at t's = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20s
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Figure 4.26: Example 3: Comparison between the classical exact solution and the peri-
dynamic solutions for  = 13L=480 and x = L=240 at t's = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20s
Table 4.3: Example 3: Relative dierences between the classical model and peridynamic
solutions with dierent horizons and same m = 6.5 at dierent t's = 0.05, 0.01, and 0.02s
t(s)  = 13L=120  = 13L=240  = 13L=480
0.05 0.15741 0.07927 0.03474
0.10 0.11342 0.05301 0.02302
0.20 0.07517 0.03203 0.01881
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Figure 4.27: Example 3: The -convergence for the relative dierence between the clas-
sical exact solution and the peridynamic numerical solution when y = 0 at t's = 0.05,
0.10, and 0.20s for m = 6.5. The convergence rates are linear for all cases (1.089, 1.150,
and 0.999 respectively). The plots use logarithmic scales on both horizontal and vertical
axes.
4.7 Summary
We introduced the peridynamic formulation for modeling heat transfer in multi-dimensional
domains. The model does not contain spatial derivatives of the temperature eld, but
an integral which is suitable for modeling heat transfer in bodies with evolving discon-
tinuities like insulated cracks that growing in time. We introduce the peridynamic heat
ux and showed it is identical to the classical one for problems in which the temperature
prole is linear and that for all other problems the peridynamic heat ux converges to
the classical heat ux in the limit of the nonlocal region (the horizon) going to zero. The
micro-conductivity of the thermal bonds between two material points is determined from
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equating the classical and peridynamic heat uxes for constant heat-ux problems (linear
temperature prole). We showed that results for temperature distributions in rectangular
plates with various nonlocal boundary conditions converge to the analytical solutions of
the classical transient heat conduction problems, in the limit of the peridynamic horizon
going to zero.
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Chapter 5
Heat Conduction in Bodies with
Evolving Discontinuities and
Heterogeneities
5.1 Review of heat in bodies
One can use the Finite Element Method (FEM) to model heat transfer in bodies with the
insulated crack. Helen and Cesari [19], Wilson and Yu [93], Chen and Huang ([23], [24],
and [25]), and Chen Ting ([26] and [27]) used FEM for thermomechanical fracture prob-
lems. However, their numerical results show that the accuracy of temperature solutions
are \mesh-dependent", the renement of the size of elements to obtain the convergence of
the solution. Also, the FEM models are based on formulations that contain temperature
gradients that cannot directly be used in problems where discontinuities in temperature
emerge, propagate, merge, or interact in someway. The other interesting method to one
could use for heat transfer in body with a static crack (or with multiple cracks) problem
is the alternating method. It is the combination of FEM and the Schwartz-Neumann
alternating technique [52], an iterative method to nd the solution of a partial dieren-
tial equations [20]. The alternating method is a linear superposition method. The heat
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ow problem in a nite body with multiple insulated cracks can be solved by iterating
between the solution for the no-crack nite body problem and the solution for an innite
body with cracks [17]. For example, to solve the transient thermal conduction problem
with multiple cracks in a rectangular plate, the transient temperature distribution of this
problem is superposed to the transient problem without any crack and a steady-state
solution of the problem with cracks. The rst transient problem (without crack) can be
analytically solved by the separation of variables method [32]. The second steady-state
problem (with cracks) can be separated into the problem with multiple cracks in an in-
nite plate, and the problem with multiple cracks in a nite plate. More details are given
in [17]. However, heat ow in bodies with more complicated crack congurations, such
as the case of a body with crossing or interacting cracks, is more dicult or impossible to
solve with this method since there are no analytical solutions for the innite body with
this type of cracks. Moreover, the alternating method cannot solve the heat ow problem
in bodies with propagating cracks.
Our peridynamic model for transient heat conduction problems, since it does not
contain temperature gradients, can solve these complicated problems with evolving tem-
perature discontinuities without any limitations. We can use this model for problems
such as the heat conduction in bodies with thermally heterogenous inclusions or growing
crossing cracks. Also, it is possible to use this model for the challenging problem of heat
conduction in a heterogenous material with inclusions of irregular shape. In this chapter,
we will model heat transfer in bodies with both insulated single crack and multiple cracks,
insulated growing cracks, and heterogeneous inclusions.
5.2 Example 1: Insulated single crack
Consider a square plate, L = 2cm and W = 2cm, with a single insulated crack of length
2a, centered at the origin, with an initial temperature 0C. The left and right boundaries
are insulated. The temperature of 100C is imposed at the top boundary and  100C at
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the bottom one (see Fig. 5.1). The thermal diusion is 1.14cm2/s.
x
y
2cm
2cm
θo
q=0
 -θo 
 0oC
    q=0
θo=100oC 
2a
a = 0.5cm
Figure 5.1: Example 1: Problem description for the plate with an insulating crack
5.3 Example 1: Results and discussion
Temperature and heat ux distributions are plotted using the peridynamic method m
= 6.5 where 's = 13L=240 and 13L=480 at time t = 0.5s. Notice that this system
approaches steady-state at around t = 0.5s. Since there is no analytical solution for the
nite plate with a single crack, we cannot compare our results with the exact solution.
We compare our results with the nite element method using ABAQUS. The solution
given by ABAQUS using 1620 linear quadrilateral elements for the same time is seen from
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. Results from our model are close to the solution plotted by ABAQUS.
If the model of this Example does not have the insulated crack, the contour lines of the
temperatures will be the straight line horizontally since the heat ow is not aected by
the presence of the crack.
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Figure 5.2: Example 1: The contour plot of temperature distributions using ABAQUS
with 1620 linear quadrilateral elements at time t = 0.5s.
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Figure 5.3: Example 1: Contour plots of temperature distributions where m = 6.5,  =
13L=240 (left) and  = 13L=480 (right) at time t = 0:5s.
5.4 Example 2: Multiple insulated cracks
We now consider a square plate, L = 2cm and W = 2cm, with two inclined insulated
cracks. The initial temperature is 0C. The left and right boundaries are insulated. 100C
is imposed at the above edge and  100C at the bottom one (see Fig. 5.4(left)). , the
thermal diusion is 1.14cm2/s.
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x
y
2cm
2cm
θo
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2e
2a
e = 0.33cm
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Figure 5.4: Example 2: Problem settings (left) and temperature distribution (right) for
the case , the inclination angle, is =3. Results are from [17] (solid lines) and [20] (dash
lines)
5.5 Example 2: Results and discussion
Similar to Example 1, the analytical solution for this model is not provided. Plots in
Fig. 5.5 show the peridynamic solution. We compare these results with those obtained,
for classical model of the same problem, using the alternating method described in [17]
at steady state and shown in Fig. 5.4 (right). We test our model until t = 4:5s to ensure
that it reaches steady state conditions. We employ two dierent horizon values, 's =
13L=120 and 13L=240 and two dierent m values: 3.25 and 6.5. The isotherms from our
results shown in Fig. 5.5 are similar to those shown in Fig. 5.4(right) and obtained with
the alternating method, in both shape and magnitudes. Our results in Fig. 5.5(left) show
better agreement with results in Fig. 5.4(right) for the larger m, for  = 13L=120. Once
the horizon becomes small enough,  = 13L=240, results from m's = 3.25 and 6.5 are
close to each other (see Fig. 5.5 (right)).
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Figure 5.5: Example 2: Contour plots of temperature distributions for  = =3, m's
= 3.25 (top row) and 6.5 (bottom row), and 's = 13L=120 (left column) and 13L=240
(right column) at 4.5s.
5.6 Example 3: Insulated growing cracks
We now consider a square plate, L = 2cm and W = 2cm, with two growing cracks. Each
crack moves diagonally across the plate as shown in Fig. 5.6. The two cracks start to
grow at time t = 0 with the velocity 0.2 cm/s. The ends of cracks are growing in each
time t (see the algorithm 2 for calculating ends of growing cracks). The intersect of the
two growing cracks is the origin of the plate (x = 0 and y = 0). We implement our
code for these growing cracks by letting t-bonds to be broken when they are crossing
the growing cracks. The initial temperature is 0C. The left and right boundaries are
insulated. 100C is imposed at the above edge and  100C at the bottom one see Fig.
5.6. We test the model with two dierent thermal diusivities, 1.14 cm2/s and 0.114
104
cm2/s at the same m = 6.5 and  = 13L=240.
x
y
2cm
2cm
θo
q=0
 -θo 
 0oC
    q=0
θo=100oC 
φ
a = 0.5cm
a a
v φ = 45o
v = 0.2cm/s
(x1,y1)(x2,y2)
(x4,y4) (x3,y3)
Figure 5.6: Example 6: Problem setup for the growing and intersecting insulated cracks
problem.
The following algorithm is for obtaining the growing cracks. Note that (x1; y1) and
(x2; y2) are the start points of growing cracks, (x3; y3) and (x4; y4) are the end points of
growing cracks in each time t where t = the number of time step  time step size see
Fig. 5.6. Here, time step size t = 10 6.
Algorithm 2 Calculate the ends of growing cracks
1: INPUT: (x1; y1); (x2; y2); v
2: OUTPUT: (x3; y3); (x4; y4)
3: for L = 1 to # of time step do
4: m =vtime stepL
5: x3 = x2 +m
6: y3 = y2  m
7: x4 = x1  m
8: y4 = y1  m
9: end for
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Figure 5.7: Example 3: Contour plots of temperature distributions where m = 6.5 for
the thermal diusion is 1.14cm2/s (left column) and 0.114cm2/s (right column) with
 = 13L=240 at t's 0.2, 1.0, 2.5, and 5.0s. The crack velocity is 0.2cm/s
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5.7 Example 3: Results and discussion
From Fig. 5.7, we observe the dierences in the transient results due to the dierent
thermal diusivities used: 1.14 cm2/s and 0.114 cm2/s. Obviously, once they reach
steady-state, the solutions of these two cases will be identical. During the transient part,
at times t = 0:2s until t = 5s, the heat for the higher thermal diusivity case ows faster
than the case with the smaller diusivity. Also, the temperatures near the center of the
plate, just above and below of the intersecting point of the two cracks jump from one
another once the cracks intersect and continue to grow. The shielding eect induced by
the connecting insulating cracks is correctly captured by the peridynamic solution.
5.8 Example 4: Thin thermally heterogeneous inclu-
sions
We now consider a square plate L = 2cm and W = 2cm with two inclusions, and a
non-symmetric geometry (see Fig. 5.8). The intersect of the two inclusions is the origin
of the plate. The initial temperature is 0C. The left and right boundaries are insulated.
100C is imposed at the top edge and  100C at the bottom one. The inclusions have a
high contrast of thermal diusivity, 1.14 cm2/s, compared to the plate, 0.057 cm2/s. m =
is 6.5 and  = 13L/240. The equal number of nodes in x and y directions = 121121.
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Figure 5.8: Problem setup for heat ow in a body with thin thermally heterogeneous
inclusions.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature distribution for m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at times t's = 0.2, 0.5,
1, and 2s
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Figure 5.10: Temperature distribution for m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at t's = 3, 4, 5, and 7s.
5.9 Example 4: Results and discussion
The t-bonds crossing the inclusions are assigned a higher thermal diusivity, 1.14 cm2/s.
From Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, at the early t's = 0.2 - 0.5 s, there is no dierence between the
inclusions and the plate since heat ows from the above part having very small thermal
diusivity (which leads to small micro-conductivity for the t-bonds). After t = 2s, heat
starts to ow faster through the inclusions. The model appears to reach steady-state
around 5s.
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5.10 Example 5: Square heterogeneous inclusions
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Figure 5.11: Problem setup for heat ow in a body with particle-type inclusions.
In this example, we model the micro-structure of some metal-ceramic composites. We
consider a square plate, L = 2 cm andW = 2cm with two square thermally heterogeneous
inclusions. Other inclusion shapes can be easily modeled with peridynamics. We can
specify nodes locating inside or outside inclusions of arbitrary shapes. The value of
micro-conductivity of t-bonds between nodes from dierent materials are determined
and discussed in next section. The smaller horizon the more accuracy of the solution.
The initial temperature is 0C. The left and right boundaries are insulated. 100C is
imposed at the above edge and  100C at the bottom one. Two square inclusions have
the thermal diusivity 1.14 cm2/s while the plate has 100 times smaller thermal diusivity
0.014 cm2/s (see Fig. 5.11). m = 6.5 and  = 13L=240.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature distribution with m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at dierent t's = 0.2,
0.5, 1, and 2s
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Figure 5.13: Temperature distribution with m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at dierent t's = 3, 4,
5, and 7s
5.11 Example 5: Result and discussion
The t-bonds connecting points in the same material have the same micro-conductivity.
However, if the t-bond links two points from dierent materials, this t-bond has the
smaller value of micro-conductivities between the two points (see Example 4 in chapter 3
for the explanation). In Figs. 5.15 and 5.16, heat ows faster in the material having the
higher thermal diusivity due to the higher micro-conductivity. In this case, the body
reaches steady-state at about 2 - 3s.
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5.12 Example 6: Thick ber-like heterogeneous in-
clusions
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Figure 5.14: Example 6: Problem setup for heat ow in a body with thick ber-like
heterogeneous inclusions
In this example, we model the micro-structure of a continuous ber-reinforced composite
(CFRC). We consider a square plate, L = 2cm and W = 2cm. The initial temperature
is 0C. The left and right boundaries are insulated. 100C is imposed at the above edge
and  100C at the bottom one. Two thermally heterogeneous strip inclusions have the
thermal diusivity 1.14 cm2/s while the rest of the plate has 100 times smaller thermal
diusivity 0.014 cm2/s (see Fig. 5.14). m = 6.5 and  = 13L=240.
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Figure 5.15: Temperature distribution with m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at dierent t's = 0.2,
0.5, 1, and 2s
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Figure 5.16: Temperature distribution with m = 6:5,  = 13L=240 at dierent t's = 3, 4,
5, and 7s
5.13 Example 6: Results and discussion
A t-bond crossing the interface of dierent materials has the smaller value of micro-
conductivity between two material points located the ends of t-bond. Figs. 5.15 and 5.16
show the heat ow in the body at dierent times. Heat in high diusivity material ows
faster than in the matrix material at t's 0.2s to 4 s. The model goes into steady-state at
about 5s. The steady-state solution is still dierent from the solution for a homogeneous
material for which the isotherms would be straight lines.
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5.14 Summary
In this chapter, we use the peridynamic model for transient heat conduction in bodies
with discontinuities such as the problem with growing cracks, both insulated single crack
and multiple cracks. Also, we modeled the transient heat conduction in bodies with
thermally heterogenous inclusions.
Results for static and non-intersecting insulated single crack and multiple cracks were
compared with other numerical models and very good agreement was found. This vali-
dated the implementation of the thermal damage peridynamic model. Moreover, for the
rst time, we modeled the problem of heat ow in a body with insulated growing and
intersecting cracks.
We also solved problems of transient heat transfer in thermally heterogenous in-
clusions. Various types of inclusions were considered, including needle-like inclusions,
particle-like inclusions, and continuous ber-like inclusions. Since the peridynamic model
has been discretized using a mesh-free model, problems with inclusions of complicated
geometry can easily be modeled by our model.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
The objective of this dissertation has been to formulate and test a new peridynamic model
for heat transfer and use it to simulate heat ow in bodies with evolving discontinuities,
such as growing and interacting insulating cracks, and in thermally-heterogeneous bodies.
These problems are just two examples of challenging problems for which the classical
models have had signicant diculties in modeling. Modeling dynamic fracture has been
an open question for decades now and therefore modeling heat ow in bodies that undergo
dynamic fracture has been hard to predict. Also, materials with complicated geometrical
microstructure (as is the case of most bio-composites or any other biological system) are
dicult to mesh, especially in 3D. Therefore, methods that reduce the meshing burden
are sought after. Peridynamics is such a method since a natural discretization for it is
mesh-free. Most, but not all of the work presented here has appeared or will soon appear
in journal publications (see [11] and [12]).
We haves started from the thermodynamic principles and derived the peridynamic
formulation rst in 1D and then extended it to multiple dimensions. The formulation
does not contain spatial derivatives but an integral of a \kernel" function that is deter-
mined, at every point in the domain, by the temperature prole inside a nonlocal region
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around each point and the particular type of heat transfer at the micro-scale (the scale
of this nonlocal region). the temperature eld. A mathematically consistent denition of
the peridynamic heat ux has been introduced. The peridynamic heat ux is identical
with the classical one for linear temperature proles. For all other cases we showed that
the peridynamic heat ux converges, in the limit of the nonlocal region size going to zero,
to the classical heat ux. We obtained relationships between the micro-scale peridynamic
thermal parameters (micro-conductivities) and the measurable conductivities. Two spe-
cic sample proles of micro-conductivity functions have been used for these derivations
and in the computations.
We simply discretize the domain using a uniform grid. Each node has its volume. A
time step t = 10 6 is used as a stable time step in all tests in this thesis. We impose
the Dirichlet (temperature) boundary conditions at the end node (or nodes) in 1D and
at nodes at the edge (or edges) of the plate in 2D. The Neumann (heat-ux) boundary
conditions are imposed within the horizon of the end node (or nodes) to obtain the specic
classical heat-ux at the end node (or nodes) in 1D and similarly in 2D.
We solved problems of transient heat conduction in 1D bars, homogeneous or het-
erogeneous, and in rectangular plates with various boundary conditions, with insulating
cracks, or with thermally heterogeneous inclusions. The results for the problems without
singularities showed convergence to the analytical solutions of the classical model of heat
transfer in the limit of the peridynamic horizon going to zero. The convergence rates were
super-linear in 1D bars and linear for 2D plates with the horizon size. The peridynamic
simulation of heat ow in a 1D bi-material or composite bar was in good agreement with
both the analytical exact solution and a nite element solution using ABAQUS. We also
modeled heat transfer in 2D plates with insulating cracks. Results were compared with
temperature proles obtained with ABAQUS (for one crack), or with results obtained
with the alternating method (which is based on superposition of analytical and nite
element solutions) published in the literature (for the case of multiple, non-intersecting,
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insulating cracks). We used the new formulation to solve new problems, like that of grow-
ing and intersecting insulating cracks. We noted that superposition did not apply in the
case of intersecting insulted cracks, thus the alternating method in the literature would
not have worked in this situation. Heat ow in bodies with thermally heterogeneous
inclusions such as 1D needles, squares, or thick bers were also modeled.
6.2 Future Work
The plans for the future are to use the present peridynamic formulation and enhance it
for the following topics:
 modeling of arbitrarily shaped thermal inclusions or thermally heterogeneous mi-
crostructure with applications to modeling of heat ow in biological systems.
 modeling of thermo-mechanical dynamic fracture in which one-way or two-way cou-
pling between the thermal and mechanical elds can be present. Adaptive rene-
ment and parallel computing may be required to speed-up computations.
 modeling of dielectric breakdown phenomenon in insulating materials. The peri-
dynamic model for heat-transfer can be extended to modeling the electrical eld
and thus it will be possible to model dielectric materials in high electric eld losing
their mechanical/thermal/electrical stability.
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